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·Mete rs invad e
C-lot space s.
of evenly distributing them throughout campus."
By Stephanie Scanlon
In an attempt to distribute
_In A.ti.gust, .Public ,-S afety replaced over 100 general, parking · the parking meters more evenly,
spaces in C-lot with parking PublicSafety moved· 100 memeters. According to Maryanne tered spaces from S-lot, across
Fortescue, an employee of the · campus by the Barnes and Noble
MUB student activities office, bookstore, to C-lot:
Fortescue also displayed con"This angered many faculty
. workers that used the lot daily · cern for the students-thar use
· because they were not warned. C-lot. " Once the small portion
of permit spaces are taken by
about this change in advance."
"The parking meter plan was the faculty early in the morning,
announced in the Campus Jour- there are no permit spaces left
· nal, The. New Hampshire, a,nd for the students~" Fortescue said.
at the Durham town meetings This means that the students
lastspring,'.'said David Flanders, have to feed the meters 25¢ per
Director of Publ-i( Safety. "The h<;mr to park · in C- lot, regardreason t}:ie plan was proposed . less of the fact that they may
has to dq wi~h the fact that C- . have already .purcha-se1 a $4~
Jot was not bei-!).g fu!Jy_·utjlizied general parking permit. "This
b.y parking 'permirlise'rs'. ·• Also,~,.•.d~.,i lls · the idea of short te-rm
parking when faculty an·d stu1_,
. · :-= t11e·r~ was a neecl for .qiore visitor
..... , ·
, .;
•
,
~ ·; · •
·,
•
•.
• • . -,· .
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,. ·
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.
1 · · ·, ·
feed the meters all day
dents
.
the
since
MUB,
the
at
parking
etnati9n
t
cons'
<;>f
amount
great
a
:caused
have
fall
this
late
installed
meters.
parking
. ,T hese new
only_ visitor par~ing av~~lable -beca~se they are un~?le _to find
·
·
· for faculty, staff~ and ·s tudents alike. (Ronit Larone phoro)
parkrng elsewhere, said Forwas m front of tne MUB._
Fortescue said "They stuck rescue.
PARKING, page 5
the meters at the MUB, instead

UNH getsw et

When Hall Directu.r Marie
·By Marla G. Smith
Driscoll was asked why no police
and Leonard Do<:lge
were called, she replied that she
. · The traditional UNH Sunday was not in the building at the
water fight left the cam pus time. Driscoll .did not think the
drenched, slightly littered, .and resident assistants were neg third floor Hubbard with a ligent in not calling the police
shattered lounge window.
or campus security.
Apparently, a group of -stuNo resident assistants would
dents using a giant -slingshot discuss the incident: "I think
flung a bucket of water at for my own safety that I ·not
Hubbard Hall. The bucket shat- talk,'' said Wright.
tered the third floor lounge
Resident assistant Lisa lane
window, which reside·nrs were
said, ''It is my per_s onal preflooking out.
erence that I not talk."
Meg Lizotte, sophomore HubCarol Bischoff, director of
the
in
was
"I
said
bard resident,
said, "This is the
residential'life
lounge looking down at the eighth year I've been here, and .
going
was
what
ee
s_
tu
,. ground
I know the annual waterfight
on, when this balloon br some- preceeded me·, The primary
thing hit the window . The glass problems are debris and litter.
shattered and I jumped back,
The campus was unsightly MonIt scared me so much that I had day morning. It can be fun and .
flashes in my mind of the glass clean, but not necessarily spmecutting my face." • .
thing I would organize."
Freshman Stacey Fredd was ·
The residents of Williamson
sta.nding near the Hubbard
instructed to pick up trash -The Me~orial°Union Building MUB Pub has recently under.gone $80,000 of renovations.
wer:e
loading dock when the glass
the dorm before ~hey · See related story page 5. (Ronit Larone photo)
around
~!:iattered. "I was s.randing with
permitted to re-enter~the
were
.
a group of three or four friends, building, according ro Williamwhen we heard·the glass shatt'er. ·
son Hall Director Rae Trach- .
The whole group of people _
man.
outside looked up, we weren't
The water battle didn't hit
happened.
had
what
quite sure
,Field House. West, New .bng- vented wrnter use ot rilaJor . ·
Congreve area in full force.
the
All I could see was glass farling,
land Center Upper Lot, the parking lots during 1-6 a.m.
said Congr~ve By Marla G .. Smith
amazed,"
was
"I
but no one was standing directly
campus
up
U-lot near Scott and a while snow removal cleared the
open
Quad;
to
efforts
In
,
·
"It
Hall Director Bruce Perry.
below the window. After the didn't make it to Congreve. I parking to everyday use, 24-hour
designated section of A-lot near area. Students were force_d to
glass :shattered most of the could hear it going on, but · parking has been restricted to
keep their cars 'in lots sucp as
the field house.
people ran away," she said.
it up Main certain lots, according to Capfrom 1-4 a.m. is . B (near Babcock) from 1-6 a.m.
made
parking
No
~othi~g
Despite the glass shattering, Street. .
tain Richard P. Conway of
According to Carol Be·rgallowed in any other locneither of the two girls saw any
strom, assistant director. of
cooperated Public' Safety.
students
Mose
campus or Durham police at the
· "Ir's confusing to have winter public safety, the new parking
These lots include.01 and D2,
with resident assistants and hall
scene. When asked why no dii:ectors: M_a ureen Cunningh- which are located near the
ban in effect only November restrictions .are going "fairly
police we/eat the scene, resident
through March," said Conway, smoothly." Students are going
am, assistant hall director of undergraduate apartment comassistant Joe Wright said, 'Tm · Christensen said, "It lasted .for plex, E and El, centered around
referring to recent winter park- to properly designated areas at
not at liberty to give any infor- .
Williamson and Christensen·, ing re~trictions. This · bc1 n pre- night, said Bergstrom.
mation concerning_th~s."
_WA T_ER, page 13
- . - - . - - - PARKING, page 7

Parki ng. polici es chang e
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MUB games room runs the~Gauritlet for profit
· bas"is,said he likes Gauntlet than other people. "It's a dif" Som·e students call it a "video because of the strategy involved. ferent clientele." he said. "Dumoney pit" others say it's a "Gaundet' s riot so_ much a role- ford experts teH me that Ga~n- '
"good deal." Whatever the playing game," he said. "You tlet's programming -is much
attraction, since last semester can get three or four people more sophisticated than ·o ther
Gauntlet, the newesfvideo game playing and the strategy keeps machines. College _students
· seem to prefer the challenge of
_sensation in the ~MUB games changing."
Wible has seen.,.people spend • Gauntlet to the simpler, more
room, has generated_ a greater
average income than any other -a lot of money on _the game. _mechanical games./'
"You can keep pufring quarter_s
Ha•rfey is pleased with _the
game.
·
·According to, Don Harley, in forever\'! he said-. U n1ike Duford company for two reaMUB Business Ma.nager, UNH other video games, Gauntlet sons. ·First is the profit margin
· rec,eives 61 percent of' every . allows a player to put in more . they offer. "Most other schools
quarter that go~s into a -video ' mone and pick up exactly arcades split their income fiftyfifty with the company. We get
machine. He said income on
--61' percent." The Duford comvideo games had been dropping
. pan{ als_o recn1its UNH engioff over the last four years. "Last
jf neering undergraduates -and
year games roorp. income in-,
trains them to repair the video
creased 12 percent, primarily
, OU
machines. This means that any
due to Gauntlet,"Harley ~aid."It
t.i me a MUB machin~ breaks
has done extremely well here."
down there is always someone
Gauntlet, described by a stuon hand to repair it. According
dent as similar to the roleto Harley the machines need
playing game Dungeons and
repairs almost every day.
.
Dragons, costs a quarter per
S
UD
Harley said the revenue gener· player. Up to four people can
ated by machines like Gauntlet
.play at one time. ··•1t· s expensive
ID
is used to maintain less .p rofif you aren't good at it," said one
itaqle activities like the billiard .
freshman,"but it's more fun
th~n most games in here (the
and candlepin bowling
games room). It's unique."
"Maintenence on the bowling
This unique quality may be
alleys is especfally expensive,"
. the secret to Gauntlet's sucess.
Harley said. "We make very
Acc~rding to Harley, Gauntlet
·
little money on bowling."
was popular for almost the
With
space
in
.the
MUB
at
a
entire spring semester, which
is unusual for video games. · where they left off. They can ' premium, the vi_d eo games
"Usually when you bring in a keep their "character alive" by which take up very little room_
new game it will .do very well pumping in more mon~y. "The and generate a large -i ncome,
__ for a week or so, just because · game ends when your character allow less ·popular , more traditional games like ping-pong
·
it's new,"Harley said. "People dies," Wible said.
All the MUB video games are and candle-pin bowling, w
seem to like the complexity and
variety of Gauntlet. In general leased from Duford Associates. survive. Students may find
games which are mastered quick.:.
Harley has dope business with Gauntlet challenging or imposthe company fqr thirteen years. _sible to _play but these hi-tech
ly a-re justa flash in the pan."
r•
~- ;r_ ·.~: ·'.
Players confirm that Gauptlet . He .said he is 'gen~rally pleased video games ensure the ~urvival
of more outdated refreatiohal Gauntlet, the most popul,ar ,. and ptofitabltt game in the Games
is not.easily mastered. Freshman
with the gam~s they send.
· i'
David Wible, who plays DunAccording to .H arley, college activities; ev.e'n in a 'compu~er- Room. (Ronit Larone) ·
students play different machines -oriented university.
geons and Dragons on a regular

By MaryBeth Lapin

The Games
People Piety
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'Jt's expensive
aren't good
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NEWS IN .BRIEF
Still no winner in
Tri-state lottery
There was no winner of last Saturday's Tri-State
egabucks lottery, anq,, according-to lottery-officials,
next Saturday's pot could reach $3.5 million.
The unpicked number was ll-14-24-33-36.
Saturday's drawing will mark the first year
anniversary fo,r the lottery. Officials estimate the
fir'st year's ticket sales in Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont to be in the vicinity of $66 million.
The net profit to the states W-ill be about $25 miUion.

.S. sent counterterrorist
team to Pa.k istan
A u_.s. counterterrorist team was dispatched to
akistan last Friday, but failed to arrive before the
16,.hour incident ended.
.
Administration officials said the Pakistani .
government had given--permission
the team ·
_to land at Karachi International Airport. The officials
also said thf= Americans could have provided advice,
equipment, or military support in storming the
plane.
·
·
' The .counterterroris·m team, the Delta Force
commando unit is stationed in Fort .Bra · N.C.

for

Soviets indict
U.S. reporter
On Sunday the Soviet Union indicted American
Reporter Nicholas Daniloff on charges of espionage,
an offensethat could carry the death penalty.
Daniloff is the first American journalist formally
charged by Soviet authorities with espionage.
The U.S. has demanded the release of Daniloff ·
and has said the decision to charge the reporter
with spying could -lead to retaliatory measures.

Pakistani hijacke-r s
could face death
According to the president of Pakistan, ·the fou~
Palestinians charged with hijacking a Pan American .
jet will be hanged if convicted of hijacking and
murder.
.
. ·
President ·Mohammed Zia Ul-Haq · said the
terrorists would not be extradited to the United·
States.
·

Delta rocket launch
a _success

-_When the "£.!.S ..._laun~hed a Delta rocket Friday
without comphcauons, 1t marked the first successful
NASA launch fol,lowing the Challenger shuttle
disaster on Jan. 28.
_ ·
In April, an Air Force Titan rocket thought to
have been farrying an i~telligence satellite exploded
short~y' after launch. In May, a Delta-rocket launched
from Kennedy Space Center was destroyed by ground. officials. after it veered off--course."
The Air Force intends to launch an Atlas rocket
carrying a low-altititue gover~ment weather satellite
around Sept. 17, and NASA plans o.ri launching
a~ Atlas ,Cet?taur abou_r Nqv. Nov. 6 to loft a Navy

Tutu -installed as archbi. shop,
supp-orts non-violence
Desmond Tum was installed yesterday as the
Archbishop of the 'Aqglican Church in southern
Africa. In his sermon to 1,40(}clerics arid special
guests, Tutu · reiterated a co,mmitment to nonviole1_1ce, saying "The miracle of our land is that
it has not gone up in Harn.es."
·
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Frate rnity recla ims char ter
By Leonard Dodge
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) is
preparing for rush week, its first
since the frare'r nity's charter was
taken away six years _ago. Rush
· week will run Sept. 15 · to 18. .
The charter was taken away
not by the university but by
Gamma Theta Corp., which
owned the house.
"The national organization
took away the charter because
of financial problems," said
Brian Bonenfant, A TO' s treasurer. "It was a costly expense
keeping us, so rather chart los-ing
money they leased the house to
the university." The ho.use
. became Stanton House, an allfemale dormitory.
· ATO was an active part of the·
Greek system from 1971 to
1980. It was not active again on
campus until last spring, when
national representative Jim
Sanborl) and recruitment consultant Mark Stevens came to
UNH ·co recruit interested men.
Sanborn and ·scevens· held three
organizational meetings, which
attracted 120 .men. After the
weeding-out protess, A TO had
the present 59 members. ·

ATU became· a colony April
12 after it met certain social
service and organizational requirements. The colony hopes
'to receive a charter before next
semester. after it has met additional requirements such as
weekly meetings, social service
projects and fund-raising projects.
However, ·che brotherly relationship seen in Greek houses
is evident at A TO. "There is a
strong sense of brotherhood
even though we are a different
bunch of guys with different
personalities," said member
Scott Danos .
"We want to be accepted by
the whole university," Curt
Grace said. "We' re here for all
students." .
Although the A TO colony is
competing for members with
13 other fraternities, president
Scott Power is .not worried. "I
. think the chance to be part of
building a fraternity is attractive
to people, and our location is
a good one," he said. "There ~re
a lot of variations of people, not ·
cliques. We are all different
people with a wide range of

characters."
ATO's motto is "Leaders
shape the future arid ATO
shapes leaders." To live up to
this motto, ATO is starting a
program called Project Leadership designed to help brothers
gain _leadership skills that academics do not provide . .The
project is centered at ATO
headquarters in Champaign, Ill. .
ATO is a national fraternity
with 151 chapters and mor~
than 100,000 members nation7'
wide. As a further demonstration of leadership, A TO has
adopted a Resolution on Risk
Avoidance, designed to increase
awareness of alcohol abuse. ·The
guidelines prohibit the sale of
alcoholic beverages at ATO
parties, and prohibit charging
admission to parties.
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity is planning on having their first
"This is ATO's way of dealing
rush in six years next week. The fraternity just recently regainecl
with the growing drug and
alcohol abuse· problem," Power
its· charter. (Ronit La:r~ne photo)
-..
said. The guidelines will also
help protect the fraternity
against lawsuits.
·
ATO will have dry rushes this
year at -all open and closed ·
parties.

Writ ers to reun ite

By Marla G. Smith
Boston Globe Executive Editor John S. Driscoll wi_ll address
a reunion of UNH journalism
alumni Saturday, September 13,
at the Elliott Alumni Center.
Driscoll will discuss recent
trends in news coverage. Panel
discussions on feature-w.t;'iting,
freelancing, the reporter/ editor
re_lationship_, and job-huntiqg
· will follow his speech.
Andrew Merton, associate
professor of English, said the
reunion will : ·show current
stuc;lents that there is journalism
after college, and career opportunities."
From 50-100 alumni are expected to attend the event. The
list includes Jackie MacMullan,
sportswriter of the Globe, Rort
Winslow, editor. of the Wall
Street Journal, Larkin Warren,
head of research -f_or Esquire,

'

P_aul Keegan, assignments editor of New England Monthly,
Susan Mercandetti of ABC
News, and other prominent .
1ournalists.
The UNH journalism program was begun by Professor
Donald M.- Murr.ay in 1963.
According to Merton, "The
reunion will give people who
have prospered in journalism
over the past two decades a
chance to 'get to know· one
another and to renew acquaintances."
. UNH students currently enrolled in the journalism program have been inv-ited t_o ·
attend.
Registration begins at l p.m. '.
at the Elliott Alumni Center.

~

In or?er to cut do~n on refuse in the Dimond Libra~y, officials recently _removed all vending
machmes from the premises. (Ronit Larone photo)
_
.
.
·

Library cuts food mach ines
By Peter Katz
Students arriving in t he library this semester will find a
surprise: The vending machines
are gone.
·
·
Don Vincent, the university
librarian, said litter from the
machines had become a problem. "It was damaging to materials," he said. "There were
spills on $30 to $50 books, rugs
and furniture, and there was also
a potential insect problem." _,
l n the short time the library
has been open this fall, Vincent
has noticed an improvement.
" The change h~s been very
dramatic between last year and
now," he said.
Barbara Lerch, head of the
main desk, said she asked all the
main desk librarians Wednesday
and Thursday if anyone had
· complained about · the disapp€arance of the machines from
the_ vending room_. No one had.
One woman who was entering the library Monday" however, had many complaints.

The library staff had tried
"The machines should be available," she said. "The room was many times to stop students
a quiet place, where I could eat from taking food out of the
· lunch and use the reference vending room and bringing it
into the library. Signs saying;
books."
Without the library vending "Absolutely no food or beverroom, she said, her only alter- ages allowed" are posted
native is the Memorial Union · throughout the library.
Two years ago the li_brary
Building (MUB), but she said
. the tables there are always full. . tried a more sensational apAnother probfem, she said, proach by collecting all the day's
was that the students weren' t garbage and leaving it in bags
consulted. ''Was the decision in the entrance-way. Vincent
made public before the end of said, "These demonstration s
worked for only two weeks,
the year?" she asked.
According to -:l {ichara· Hersh, though.''
Last year two ·students monvice president of academic affairs, this was not a sudden itored the library, warning
summer act. "The issue was students with food either to
raised last semester and there leave or to throw .the food away.
was extensive discussion," he But Hersch said this system ,
sa_id., ·::'le had go_ne-the 'last caused problems because "it put
students against students, and .
.mile.
Jay Ablondi, student body some. threatened
to beat up the · D e1ta
· Ch·1 fraternity,.
· m
· .its
· third
· · year at UNH, has Just
·
,,
moved
.
·president, agrees. He said the mom tors.
.
.
·
·
Hersh
cited
the
cost
of
these
mto it new house on Main St. Pictured are Delta Chi brothers
vending machines were dispolicemen as another reason to Ed McCabe and Dave Roberts e~joying the mild weath-er in
cussed in Maren, during Deanne
:emove t_he machines. Accord- front of their new home. (Ron'it Larone photo)
Ethier's term as student body
mg to V rncent, though, these
president. The library staff
·
people were paid from the.
"couldn ' t cont_rol the damage
profits the machines g~nerated.
to the books," he said. ·
LIBRARY, page 5
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:'\ltiSters·
. . . gi?ts,
·., ,, .... .C
.. ...· , :.., ,, ._. :·
By MaryBeth Lapin
Faculty members in philo·Begining Sept. 15, clusters sophy, zoology, psycho-logy and
of mio;ocomputers will be avail- other departments haye been
• able for student 'use iri McCon- given gra_nt's to develop com,.
nell and Stoke Hall. A third purer programs for their sru1.
group of computers will open dents' use. Le C~mpagnon.,said
in the MUB laterthis semester .. students will'receiye. assign. "The aim 9f the project is to ments that they Can do on the
help use cornp.uters in educa- computer, then s,u-bmit the
tion," said Betty Le Compagnon, . printout · to their profehor:
directoF of Project DIS.Covery, Students wi~l also be ab.le to type
Directions in Jristru_ct:ion a.nd papers O,!J. the microcomputers.
Scholarly'_Computing. The new · Le Compagnort sfressed that
microcomputer clusters, which students who .:want to use the
differ from the terminal clusters -11:ew computers must attend one
previously us'ed; will be installed :.oJ t~e orientat~on ~ession~ that_
under the auspices of Projec·r begrn Sep.c 15. Times will be
. DISCovery.
posted in Mc<:;onnell and. in
Stoke. . ·.
.
·•

The calm before the storm. Main .St. Durham one day before the return .of student~~ (Ronit
Larone photo)

Copy center . moves toMUB
By MaryBeth Lapin
By mid October th_e U,NH
copy center, formerly located .
in the basement of Thompson
Hall, will move to a new location
on the main floor of the MUB.
According to.Dave Rhode,
from UNH Printing Services,
the move was necessitated by
the current Tho:m pson Hall
renovations. Printing Services
is taking 'a dvantage of the
transplant by updating their
machinery a,nd extending cop. ying hours.
·
"Copies will still be the same
low ·prict," Rhode said, "bui we
Stoke, McConnell and the MUB will all be receiving clusters will be open from 8 a.m. to 8
of McIntosh computers later this semester. (Cindy Rich photo) p.in. and there w.ill ·be two new

•

copying machines." Rhode ~aid
the new machines will be faster
than the old Thompson Hall
equipment. This will help move
students in <11?,d out of the copy
center mote quickly and increase
efficiency. "We w_ill start with
four machines and see how that
goes," Rhode said.
The MUB copy center will be
· run along .the same lines as the
old one according to Rhode .,
"Most everything will still be
do-it-yourself" · ·
One new addition will be .a
· "plastic spiral binding machirie;,
als 0 'stude'.n t nm, which will
produce notebook-style copies
of reports and manuscdpts .
1

Rhodes,said he has a lot of plans
for improv~ng UNH Printing ·
Services. He hopes to install a
~orpputer laser writer which
stu,derits cari use in conjuriction
· 'fith the new campus microcorppute_r -cJusters. "There may aJ1,o
be weekend copying hours. "If
there is enough support," Rhode
sa,id, "we may stay. open on
Satu";days. from 10 a.m. to 4
p.rri."
'
' '
· Even If the weekend hours
· don't work out, Rhode said there
,.w ill be ·a n€w coin-operated
inacqine icf\,<th,e ~~UB hallwi:ay
so -tha't'smdents wil1 always hat e
access to a ~opy machine.
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We~f z:;~}~~es when life brings .!!S

~,VOLUNTEER POSITION . .
•
•
.• BE AJUDICIAL ·ADVISOR•,
: ·

·

·. ·

.

· •

_

.

·

•
: Anyo~e _interest~d in beqoming
: -· a,. stu·de,nt ·advis ·o r within. th_.e
: J{1.,'dicialSystem for 1986/87,
: stop by the Student Allied Af: fairs office:· in H"u ddlest.o n illall
: ·and pick up :a n ·applicatibn.
•
:
Deadline:
;: _ .~
,
.
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Questions??

:

inf ormatiop...·
~ ~YJ~,

or angry, croSsed, .
.
. · depressed or perjJl'exed...
And we don't know where to turn.~ .
,.

And only if we .c ould talk to_ ,som~on~. :,
. - -.._.Someone who listens,
someone ~ho cares.
.
someone·our ow11 age who can relate
. to the problems _that affect _us al/
.- from 'time to time...
'
~

' .

'\

Well w9uldn't you know?
·
·Help is just a phone call away.

•

Conta;ct Bill .:
Thompson or :
Terry 011,ila ••'
862-3494 lor :
••
.additional

•••

•••
••
•

l

.: -~

.\ ~;~i

:
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· : .

.we·feel mad,

./
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cafeteria

· By Leonard Dodge
the bu.d ger and 'th e re st was
. Returning students this fall __ -raised through fund:raising,.
may surprised ro see the new ·· sucb as phone-a- th.0 ns".
MUB caf_etei:-ia furniture and
'St udents appear ro be imlighting.
__
·. .
.
pressed with the new cafeteria.
The furniture and lightmg "The pla<;e ' i-~ d~finitely more
is -all part of tpe MU~ reno':a- co n clusive i:o st udying, it has a
tionsthathasbeengoingonfor more st eadyatmosphere",said
the past 6 ro 8.months, accord- senior Sheri Passen.
ing to Jeff 0nore, MUB Student - · •ii spent all laS t year here
Activities Direcror. "We are a studying a nd I'm glad its fixed
very busy place, a lot is going up, except people will have to
on,. and our success is measured - t:ry to keep it clean", said senior
by-how well people utilize it and Debbie Cassidy.
the people are iuilyzir~g it tp the
'The place has a more s.mmaximum", 0nore said.
dious . appearance and helps
The re-furnishing and ren- prov-ide more space for srudyovations ()t the caferer.ia has ing", s.aid Eri~rn Rahdmere, a
been in the planning srage for junior. "However, I don't like
the past cwo years 'due ro rhe the lighting, they could improve
avai.libilitv of fonds. This past
MUB, page 13
year, $75:0i__iO w'..is taken !ror:n
univers-ity developmental tunas
and through fund·-ra.ising projects. Ac(oniing ro 0nore, "~wothirds of ihe money ~ame from

s

·se/ng -a
working
student Just
_got ,as/er
Introducing
"LIFE STYLE
SCHEDULES"

.Clerks
Now there's a smart way
to fit awork schedule into
your academic schedule.
CVS , "Life Style Schedules" are convenient hours
designed to fit your life
·style. And they'U make it
a lot easier to earn and
learn at the same time.
As one of the nation's
most successful chai~s .
of pharm@cy/health an.d
beauty aid sto.res, . we
offer competitive wages
and benefits, 20% employee discounts, prescriptions at cost and regular
wage reviews. And you'll
like our pleasant, clean
work _environment.
If you really ·like people
and want to work with
the best, learn about
_, these ·opportunities at
CVS. Call us tod~y. .
• Starting at $4/hotir ,.
and up depending on ·. ,
availability and experi- , ·
ence.
Apply in person dai'ly
from 9:30 ·am - 9 pm at CVS in Newington; in the
Fox Run Mall or the Newington Mall.

[CVS/pharmacy]
Mo,e of the Hou•
_You Want
Division of· Melville
Corporation .
Equal Opportu,nity
- Employer M/F

CALENDAR

(continued from page 1)
ueneral parking permits,
which are valid in any unre· Tuesday, September 9
served space on campus, ·are
Last Day for undergraduates to withdraw arid qualify for
available to staff and faculty for
_75% tuitio,n refund.
_
•
.
·
$42. A limited number of juniors
and seniors may purchase .these
Registrar's Office-open 5:-7 p.m. for evening students, through
. permits for $32.
September 11; ·
__
Visitor parking 'is available
in C-lor .t;iear Alexander: M-lot
Plant Sale-Sponsored by,Student Activities. Strafford Room,
in front of the MUB, _0 ands,.;
MUB, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
_
,
·
lot near Barnes and Noble, and· at Thompson Hall. Visitor
Open House_::__Non: Traditional Student Genter. A ch_ance
parking is at meters for
to meet informally _w1th other students and become acquamted
with staff. and facilities. U nderwoo_d House, .4-6 p ..m ,
_25¢ /hour or at designated visInformation: 862-3647.
itor spaces.
·
.
Color coded maps will be
Exhibition 0fening-Drawn to Art & All Faculty Review.
available at O'Connell Hou$e
. Galleries, Pau Arts, 5-7 p.m.
_
..
to simplify the parking regulations.
·
Graduate Student Registration-Thompso~ Hall, 5-7 p.m.

··.gets new look ·.

. .
..

, -PAGE FiVE

~LIBRARY-·

Music Dept. Chair P~acement Auditions-Woodwind. Paul
Arts, 6 p.m. Informauon: 862-2404. . ·
·

(conti.nued from page 3)
The machines took in $51,000
last y<;ar, of which $10,000 went
to the University, according to
Anthony Zizos, associate dean
for student affairs.

.

.

~

Wednesday, September 10
-Women's Field Hockey-at BC, vs. Ngrthwestern.
Pl~nt Sale-coniinues. 'Strafford Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to
· ·

.5 p.m.

_the followi~g students· were
el-e cted as _C ommuter .
Representatives to the
student senate:·

· Jean Marie Martin ·

Graduate Student Registration-co,ntinue~. Thompson Hail,
5-7 P:m.
.
Music Dept Chair Pl_acement Auditions-Percussion. Paul ·
Arts, 6 p:m. Informauon: 862-2404
_
_
New Hampshire Outing Club <;)pe_ning Mee~ing_:._Fall tr_ip
sign-ups, slid~ show, me11:1bersh1p sign-ups, ~1splays. Gramte
_ State Room, MUB~ 7-9 p.m.

Susan Dumais

Sherie Schaefer

Thursday, September 11

-Scot Robidoux
Scott Dawson
John Mangini

Michael Keating
Kristine Doran

MUS0 FILM-'.' Brazil." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Admission: Students $1 Non-students $2.
,

Friday-, Septe~ber 12
Last Day for graduate students to register without $25 la:te
fee.
·
.
·
.

.J

We~dy Moorenoyich -

Men's Cross Country-~s. SOUTHERN MA}~E, BArEs,
3:30 p.m.
.· . _

1

We ne"ed 'you · at the·· first senate
m -e eting on Sunday Sept. 14 6:00
p.m. McConne-U 212 Please·stop by
the senate office as soon as possible

New Hampshire International Seminar-Women in Mozambique's Uevefopment, Stephanie Urdang. Alumni Center,
.4p.m.
, .
,
- .
/ .

.

.

Celebrity Sities....:....M0MIX. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 ·

i~

RESEARCH PAPERS

.

· i--The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-··
week~y throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room ~
-151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H 03824. Business
Office hou~s: Monday - Frida~ 10 am - 2 pm, Academic year subscription:'
$2_0.00. Thtrd class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
_c heck ~J-1~(r ,ads cqe first day. The New Hampshire· will iri no case be _ ,
responsible ~or cypos.raph.i;-=al or ocher err<?rs, but will reprint cha.c part ·
, , ,?f an a_d';~rt1semert rn whICh a _typographical ~rrpr. -a-ppe~rs, _if notified
. immediately. POSTMASTER:·send address changes to ·T-he New.Hamps1itfe,
, 151 MUB, UNH, [?urham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
. ', · by Journal Tribun_e Biddeford, Maine.
·
·
·

16,278, to choose from-all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free Hot Line 800-351-022.2 -in Calif:(213) 477,8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho _Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 .
. Custom research also available-all levels

** **'
*'****** ***** *'***
.!* **··Apply
Now. To .Compete In the 1937 · .· · !
! NUSS NEW HAMPSHIRE- .'!
!
U.S.A. ~AGEANl.!

l[.:~S.1w,~v.>.Ti'-A.A.'FT"-AJi,~'FTJ.A.:i,~~'=i=,.ff".v..::::;::;r.J"~J~J~J,rJ~ifXJrJXJ°rw 1 .
1

.

.

.

_F REE _VIDEO
FILM
Whe<
~ yo'u rent a

·vcR

~ -

·-• ·•
{! ·

~ ,,;,
{!

A-L LIED SERVICES
Only $7.99, Mon.-Thurs.,
$9.99. on the weekends.
GREAT SELECTION.
NO MEMBERSHIP FEES!

{!

No· Performing
Talent Requi~d
<,,mv" NOT

•

·•
{!

Apply

GO FOR • IT???
to compete
~ jj/'·
·for the· Title of MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE-U.S.A.
_;,
f~'''
, ,..-;l o~: representative to t~e prestigious - MISS
~
~ L: '., ;,. PAGEANT to t:re r.at1onally televised on
;i( , . ,
LYNDA POULIN
C3S m Feb 1987 . . Over $150,000 in !)rlZes
'{! . 1986 Miss New Hampshire-U.S.A. await the ~at1onal winner

{{ .
•

{!
.~

{{

bur 1987 State Pageant w;ii be neid in November 1986. To qualify, you must be i(
single: between 17 and 24. as. of Feo 1. 198 7, and at l~st a six month resident {{
~ · of, this State - thus, college aorm stuelents . are eligible. So for some fun, excitement i( and glamour, phone (617) 266-3280 or write to
i(

·•

J-.-,

{! MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE-U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQRTS., Dept UN {! .
222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116 .'
.i(
{! _Your: letter MUST include a recent snapshot, brief biography and PHONE NUMBER. {!

iC

ALLIED SERVICES Durham Shopping Center

'i (

DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 29, 19~6

.

ie

~~~~~~~~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I**********************~
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OTICES·
"

•

•

.

f.

•··

•

Screen Printing & Embroidery -

•

ACADEMIC
.
. NEW COURSE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
Sporisored by Dept. of Physical Education PHED
454- Karate Training, 1 credit course (full semester.) ·._·
· , Teaching emphasis based qn physical education· and applied body mechanics. Introdu_ction _to
Japanese language, cutoms and culture as 1t applies
to Karate training. Tuesday and Thursday, New
. Hampshire Hall Stage, 2: 10 to 3: 30 p.m. Information: 862-2070
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION ·
_
. NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB TRIPS:
Hiking and camping in the White Mounta_ins.
Weekends of Sept. 12, 19, and 26. Informat10n:
Room -129, MUB, 862-2145.

FOX RUN

.

I

·R esumes
includes typing
matching paper

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES
STUDENT MEETING: Anyone interested in planning September blood drive ''3 Cheers for UNH
at Homecoming Blood Drive" is welcqme to discuss
details. Tuesday, September 9, 12 Dover Road,
(next.to Exxon) 7 p.m.

25 sets
envelopes
copi~s
sheets

ONLY

~. $-15.50

--~-------------~-----~-----pisse~ations .
-thesis
-all printing orders

10%

SPORTS MANAGERS AND CAPTAINS MEETING: Rosters are due for men's and co-rec football,
men's and women's socce_r -and co-rec softball.
Wednesday, September 10, Senate/Merrimack
Room. Sports manager meeting at :5 :30 p.m.
Mandatory captain's meetirig at .6 p.m. for all teams
registered.
1

FIELD HOUSE GYMNASIUM CLOSED: The gym
w~ll be cfos~d on Saturday, September 13.

.. .

-

MEETINGS

TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS: Spon., .
sored by Non-Traditional Student Program. Are
you already behind in your coursework? Do you
find that you don't have the time to do anything _
as well as you would like? This workshop will assist
you in recognizing and managing your academic
as wflll as yor personal priorities. Tuesday,
, September 16 from 12:30 to 2 p.m. and Wednesday,
September 17 from 9:30 to 11 a.m:, Underwood
House. Information: 862-3647.
.

"Hbifd Leader.ia Custom Shbu"

MALL

---------------------~----~
··Coupon Special ,. _

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Sponsored by Health Education Center, Health Services.
Meeting for individuals affected by parent's
drinking. Thurs<l:ays, b~ginning September 11,
Non-Traiditional Student Center, Underwood
House, 7 to 8:30 p.in.
.
. e-.,··

LOCKER RENTALS: Lockers are ava1lable to rent
for the semester in the MUB. Stop by Room 322,
Office of Student Activities for details.

.THE FAR SIDE .

· ·. .lsH1RTS+

HEALTH
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING:
.Sp~nsored by Health Education Center, Health
Services. Individuals concerned about their drinking
or drug use are welcome. Wednesdays, beginning
. September 10, and Fridays, beginning Septeiner .
12, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.

GENERAL
,
WOMEN'S COMMISSION SEEKS NEW
MEMB'ERS: Contact the Commission at 862-1058.

I

T-shirts, caps, jackets, buttons·
.?igns, mugs, pencils, ·etc. ·
. Competitive Wholesale Prices

· ·.
·
·. ·
JOIN THE PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Sponsored by Non-Tradit'ional Student Center. Offering
' pizza for $ l a slice. U nd erwood House, noon to
1 p.m.
·

DISCOUNT

._.-_8¢ PHOTOCOPl~S-

--~--------------~---------.

'

By GARY LARSON

© 1986 Universal Press sYndicate
•

•

,'\

Citie8.
. J_

~Ocearis.

·-Trees.

Save Autumn colors with

Our Plants.
Ow;-Fishes.

Our Streams.

·THE BEST

q.rr

Deserts~
·Our.Lakes. ·
Our Tomorrows.
'

.~.,

'

Give a hoot.
Don't-pollute.
Forest Service, USO.A. Fa
Skin orchards
.
· ·' .
.ic . · ac
:. _~_._.,.,_
. .
.
. -;_...,_._...,__,._.._ .._.._...,__,._.. __ ._..

'
'

_________

'

·.~
. .I
-~ . I
.Durham Bike I
I

Young's Restaurant, .Inc. .
48 Main St. .
Duriham, NH
. ·.
868-2688 .

.

'Trek'

'Nishiki'
'Cannondale'
. 'Avoct'
'Sidi'
'Detto Pietro'

'Blackburn'
'Vetta'
'Duegi'
'Cat-Eye'USED BIKES
Trade-Ins Accepted
· Repairs And Service For
All Makes
"1 Day Service"
HOURS:
Monday-Friday 9-5
Satµrday 9-12

19 Jenkins Court
.· . Durham, N.H.

·_; ., ·· .'· 868~5634

S.

i
i·

I .-:.---i
i
i

. Luncheon Shecial

J

~
•i

.

i

i
-- i

!
!
I·
~

_~
-

~

-I

Ham and cheese . melt served on ~

.aa cup
ses~me seed bun served with
ot home_m_
~de chili $2.99
. I
Dinner Specta ,

Ii
r
1

-i

Slice of homemade Chicken Pie served with

!

mashed potatoes or trench fr.ies, tossed salad _~
. and cranberry sauce $3.65
i

L
[

i'

. .· . . . .. . ' ' -

J .__...,._....,_....._....__...~~...,.. ~~....r4'~.,...__............,..._,..

at

TOWN and
----·.·CAMPUS

•

i·

r

i·.•~
~

2 egg~ any style served on
sausage patti with homefries,
toast and coffee·$2.49

/

!

Break/ast Special

i-

!

r
~

.

l

_..;_______
J.
'
.

REPRINTS
IN
DAYS.!
why wait . weeks ?_

'
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Army fUDdS -18

K-van

buys

Saabs
By Leonard Dodge.·· .
: This semester Kari-Van re-:- .
.tired seven of its traditional
Bluebird buses. and replaced ·
the'm with the new top of the
line Saab-Scania vehicles.
"The univer.s ity is trading
seven of the old buses in exchange for the .new buses," said'
Raymond Rpy, superinte~dent
of the University Bus Service. ,., . ·
The Saab-Scania buses cost
$130,000 ea_c h'. However, the
university 'is' leasing the buses
from COAST bus service at a
rate of $25,691, which is to be .
·' .T he UNH campus has seen the arrival of seven new Saab-_-. paid·o"'.er .rhe ·11ext t~ree years.
According to Bill Puff~r, . Scania buses this semester. (Ronit Larone photo)
Director of COAST, the. plans
for the new buses have been in
the works for two to diree y.:ears.
The university made pl~_ns to
lease the buses six months
ago."The ,reaso.n -~he univ~rsity. ·
is leasing the ne"'. buses is ~he
oJd buses have a life span of five·
(continued from page 1)
to six years, and the buses are
that age if not older", sajd
The money made from the
To show .their ,d ispleasure,
Puffer.
.·
.
parking
meters is now being employees at the 'MUB sent a
· · The Saab-Scanias are
equipped with wheel-chair lifts, used to pay -off the debt for peti'tio.n against the newly installed meters to Stephanie
a feature the Bluebirds do not installation. Eventually the _Thomas,
the director of admihave. :The _new buses are eight reven.ues will be deposited in. to •nistrative services,
and the
an
acc.ount
that
is
used
by· the
inches w ide'r and ' four ·fret
Parking arid Traffic Council, .
longer than the Blu~birds. Ho~- ' Transportatio_n Department. who .. were ,also involved in
ever, both buses have a capacity The Transportatfon Depart- passing the mete·r plan. For:. ...,
ment is "tesponsible for the ·
for•47 passengers.
rescue said "They do not expect
Acco-rding to•Roy, the new upkeep of the Karivan ·and
the
· buses have been well received shuttle s.ervice provided by the but meter situation to change,.
they want the people inby students and drivers. "It's University.
volved in the installation of the
a-real good bus· -and,·everyone
rpeters to know how they feel."
likes them,·: Roy said.

---PARKING---~

1

officer in the Atmy, and gain
By Ned Woody
. experience in my field at the
Beginning this seinesi:er, 18 new same time," Benson said. UNH students will be receiving• Although unclear as to his future
full Army ROTC scholarships; • plans, Benson sai9 if he does
increasing the total number of not choose the Army as' a career,
full-time scholarship st;udents when he· is done serving his
enrolled within the University commitment · to the U nite:d
to 62.
States there ~ill still be plenty
. • · The scholarships are awarded of time for him to
pursue a ·
on the hasis of academic achiev- civilian career.
.
'
mem, leadership, and athle.tic , Gregory Kobilarscik,
also .a
activities. Financial need is not recipient of a 4,--year .sch.
o larship
a criterion.
· is more sure of what he wants
Of the 18 scholarships awarded, to do with his degree.
there were. nine 2-year, five 3- "Being an officer. in ,tbe Army
year, and fo11r 4-y~ar, for a total isn't my .only goal." said Kobiof 18. The scholarships pay for . larscik," Although I need, the ·
tuition, books, mandatory fees, · scholarship in order to finance
and ·provide $100 a: month for my education,and won't mind
personal expenses. In return, paying the Army back, I don't
students must enroll in at least intend to make it a lifelong job."
one 1-credit hour military Kobilarscik also views the Army
science course per semester,· as a first job., and would like to
including at least one semester go on .to graduate school to
of instruction in a major Euro- pursue medical studies.
pean or Asian language. In The University of New Hampaddition, students must agree shire offers a Military Science
to accept a commission as either cour.se ( 413), which holds no
a Regular Army, Army :t:,J:ational obligatiot;1 if taken, and is opert
Guard; or U.S : Army reserve to any student who wishes to
officer. This obligation may be find out more about the military.
fulfilled by serving two to four A I t h o u g h t h e c;: I a1s s i s
years on active duty followed commitmept-free, anyone who
by additional service in the takes it is then eligible to apply
National Guard or Army Re- for a two or three year scholarserve for a total of eight years.
ship as long as he or she .meets
the basic citiz~nship, age, an~
. .
4
h
Wilham Benson, a -year sc ophysical
requirements and has
I h"
·
·
l
d
ars ip wmner is Pease w1-'th ' at least three years(for a 3-year
h · · ROTC
·
d
h
st atus a~
is •
as n_o
scholarship) or two years(for
. qualms about the time he 1s .
a 2-year scholarship) remaining
oblig~~ed to serve with the
for their degree.
·
A
- -f
· d ·
• rmy a ter gra uatmn. · · "
Charles E. Adkins, Professor
"A
· I Of
ROTC
. hs a resu
.
,of Military Science said of the
· It · my
sc o Iars h ip,
can come ou t o f course and th~ scholarships
II
d
b
d
·
b
co ege an • e guarantee a JO a _f~idy wel! paying job, be ·an• ·
ROTC; page Z4

.The best way .to reach
· 10,000 people
is through the classifie ds ·

-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted- Services-Housing
·-Lost & Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales~Sports

· The New Hampshire
'

}

·I

RATES: $1.00 foT2.,0 words per insertiqn
Each additional run:$1.00
All ads MUST be prepaid

·AMOUNT ENCLOSE D:
Advertiser's name:
Address:
Phone:

1
To Run -----

'

.
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FRIENDS .· . · DON'T LET FRIENDS
Do you have a problem· that heeds _
- _
·
DRIVE DRUNK ..-__
,: -

. ',
'' f
'd
"h ' ? . .
Are you awa,re ·o stu ent ng .ts ._ . ,

· ·legal advice? . ,
--

,·

·.t

.·

. Get invo:lved in· the ·
· ·· . · deVelopment of the
·. · · · Safe Ride' Program.

-

. · Available to all SAF Undergrads

FREE
: .· ·
, _A$afe Ride is a program which
. LEGAL ·SERVICE:;;·,; :, ' . providestransportationforpeo- -pie who have 'b een driAkingiind ·_
· · - · ·don'tfeel comfortable drivi{Jg

·Attorneys

home. -_-·" ·. · -

. Craig F. Evans- · . - . Stepherl White

·

We a're lo_o king for people inter-

-~ OFFICE & TELEPHONE ··. · i · ested ~n ~he
~

-

_ .

- -- ·

fo!lowing positions: · .
-- · ·" ;_, - · - -A-dm1n1strat1on {budget,, staff

-CONSULTATION
.

-Drivers - -

862-1712 . .·- Wed. 7-8:30 p~
· Thur·s. 1-5 pm

Rm.130MUB ,
,

: co-o rqinator) -:~- _:_ ,- _

. __ -fJispa'tchers· _, - _ . _. _

.

'

Tues. 10-1 pm
7-8:30 pm

I

.

~'

,

.

i

.\

-

O·RG-A NIZATIONAL MEETI.NG:

--

.

.· This service is provided by the student senate through
· : th~ _St~d~nt f1cti~ity' Fee.
·., ,. _, _

'

i

·:. Sept 9, 7pm SuUivan·-Room·, MUB
For fu-rthe·r information contact
. -~-- _ HQ~ltb.-~d~~ati9~l a~i34." -:.- ,__
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The Stud ent Seoate has
the follow ing positio ns
availa.b le for full time studen ts.

Acad emic Coun cil Ch&ir perso n ·
Th is per son wi.11 be .'?n t_he ~xecutive Board, and wfll be appointed.
· by the Studen t Body President.

·· · ·Senat ors ·
. Election to be ·held if number of applicants exceeds open seats.
Commu te.rs- .. 5 posit.ions . open
Greek-·, .. ·1 . position .open

Secre tary
· Hours and salary to be negotiated.
··•

.

All applica tions a:vailclble

at the 's tudent Sena.t e office

Rill. 130 MUB. D~·a dline F·r iday, Sept. 12th -

.The first senate meeting is Sunday Sept. 14th in McC. 212.

START YOUR EXECUTIVE
TRA ININ G NOW
·_ Why wait untiryoµ graduate from coUege to st~rt a management training program? 1.f
d er Air For-ce ROTC. You'll develop
you have at le~~t.two years .remaining in -school, consi_
·
_
your managerial and leactership abilities while in AFROTC.
tax
$100
you
give
and
We'll prepare yoli·for a challenging future as an Air Force officer,
·
· · ·
free each academic r:nonth to help you with c~llege expenses.
When you graduate, you'll have a responsible .position with outs·tanding opportuniti es
ft all depends upori you. There's excellent pay and benefits, too.
Talk to your local Air .Fo·rce ROTC representative today. Why wait? We can ,open the
·
_door NOW to staa:t a fast-pa_ced career.

CAPTAIN. COPELAN.D
DEPARTMENT
AEROS~ACE STUDIES
862-1490
~~-- ----- ----- ----- ----- - ..

All ·
: >
·
.'
... •··
. · . ROICE STARTS
HERE
'

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENC

,·
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INTRODUCING COWGIATE FUGHTBANK, FROM
- CONTINENTAL AND NEW YORK AIR.

Or the graild .prize, for the number one student referr:tl
·
champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimited
If you're a full--time student at an accredited college or uni- coach air travel.
And how do you get ·ro be the referral champion?Just sign ·
versity you °:111join ourCollegiate _AightBank~M You'll receive
a membership card and number tfiat will allow you to-get · up as mcl_!ly friends as possible, and make sure your member-- ·
10% off Continental and New York Air's already low fares. In ship npmber is on theirapplrcation. In order to be eligible for
additio~, yo_u'll g~t a ~me--time_ cert1icate gocx:l for $25 off any any pnze you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31/86
domestic roundtnp fhght. Plus, you ~ be ab~ tQ~ trips to and each re(erral must fly 3 segments on Continental-or New
York Air betore 6/15/87. And you'll not only get credit for the
places like Florida, Denver, Los Angeles, even Loridon and
·
th~ South Pacific. Because every time you fly you'll-earn mile--. enrolhnent, you'll also get 500 bonus miles.
So
cut
the
coupon,
and
send
it
in
now.
Be
sure
to
include·
age towai& a free trip. And if you sign up ~ow you'll also
yoµr current full time student JD number. That_way it'll only
receive 3 free issues of BusinessWeek Care.ers magazine.
cost you $10 for one year ($15,after 12/31/86).and $40 for four
--~ .......,..
years-($60 after 12/31/86). Your membership kit, including .
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credit
._ card, you can call us at 1-800--255--4321 and enroll even faster.
Now more ~han ever it pays to stay .in schooL
·
·

,:;::::::::::,,>===-========::==::,,:::=:=:::,,::::,

. .

I, Sl(;N ME ur N()W ' (Please prinl ,,r'rypd

I

Introducing <=ollegiate FlightBank~" Earn free trips to_ New York, San Fr.mcisco, Boston, Washington,_D.C., M1an:i1,, Chicago, or Denver. Plus, Australia, Honolulu, London, and Mexico. All told,
74 cmes worldwide.
·
.

P-IU

SIun

UP_ YOIJR
fRIEN.DS_ AN.D,-~
·• • 1'·.PORSC
..
H
. E,•
·
II..NIU\I_,

-ar,($k)~ lcar,($;7

Mu, r he ,u hm iHe,l hi' 12n11K6.

7I

N a m e _ - : - - - - - - - - - - - ~ Darl'11!B11;rl'----.------ -

I

College--'----_ _ _ _ _ _ Addres:

I

Zii~-P,rtnanenr Addn:s:.~ - - - - - - - : : : - - ~ - - - - - - Z i p _ __

I

'

11 1 'rc·ar ($ il)) ! l 2 'rc·ar,(}20) I ~

I
I,-

Full rime student

$__

fn #

.

-

Year (i1 c;raduari, )( ~ - - -

,D Check/M<l11eyOrderEncluseJPLEASELX)NTSEN[)CASH D American Express [] Visa D MasrerCard' 17 Diner's Cluh

Account Nurnher_ ~ -~ ~- : - - -:____
Signature

_

·-

--"--Expiration Dare__

X- - - - - - - - , - - ~_ _ _ ___:___ _ __

1 FOR MEMBERSHIP APPLICANTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18: The undersigned is the parenr/
· I guarJian of the membership applicanr named hereon, anJ I consent ru his/her panicipation in rhe

1·

I
·1

I.
I
I

,
£
Collegiate FlrghtBank program.
·
1
But wllats more, 1or the 10 students onevery campus who I Signature..,___ _ _ _ _ _~ ~ - -- ~ - - - 1·
.enroll the most active student flyers from their,college there
Se-;,J this coupon to: Collegiate FlightBank
-- ____]_
· tal Or · . .I
P.O. Box 297847
I
are some great rewcm
. R;: 1·free L!
tnp Wherever Contmen
Houston; TX 77297
_
.
New~ York Air flies in the mainland U.S.; Mexico or c::anada. L G~erc
944 . _J
tl'ITm anJ rnnJir ions of rro1-,rram_w ill .ICC\llllpany ;lll'llllxrshir kit. _

.CONTINENTAL

_ -_
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= - -TEL-fPHOIE TAPE LINE
---~-._.-,
a service -provided by

I

I
II .
8
§
8Sg

8

~-

.

Fighting _Constructi~ely... 5
Expressing Negative-Thoughts and
Feelings ...6
Deal•ing 'with Constructive Criticism .. .7
Dealing with Anger... 8
Un d erst an d"mg Jea Iousy a nd How
_ _to
-Deal with it... 9

8
8S

88

::llf:!I

~ii~'--»l--UO-W:

Anger _

S
8S

Dep· ression_. .

ssll

o

What is Depression ...431
;How to Deal with Depression ...432
Depression as a Lifestyle ...433
How to Deal with Loneliness: .. 32

8

.§
~

8

. §0 §
§

Cool Aid
•lllln•cov

-

· Self-Improvement

Dating
·

Miscellaneous

Frie nd ship Bui·l ding ... 1
Helping a Friend ... 90
Recognizing Suicidal Feeling in 0thers ...492

.

Male Homosexuality... 21
Dealing with lmpotence... 23
Timing Problems in Ma.le Sexuality... 24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Homosexuality... 20
Fema_le Orgasm Problems ... 22

. * new tape

Early Sign of an Alcohol Problem ... 160,
.
. Re~ponsible Decisions about Drink·ing ... 161
I've been Raped, What Do I Do? ... 315
Dealing with an Alcoholic; Parent...479
t....
dD .
0 ea 11 an
ying... 84
Mediation ... 312
Herpes-Symptoms· and Diagnosis .... 209
Anorexia Nervosa & BuUmia .... 215
AIDS .. .What is it?.... 225
AIDS-SymptOf!)S and Diagnosis .... 218

*
*
*
*

_

I
I
·I
'§
§
§

I

§

-8

°S

§
· SSS
0

.

§
§
§
R
~

S

_8

§
§
§
0

38 .

I

_ ·.
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§
.
~.r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r~'

· ·

WELCOME BACK
FRO-M •

I

THE UNIVERS ITY J}DVISING
CENTER
Room 11 lJ Murkland Hall
862-2064

We're Open Every Day Plus
Tuesday/ram 5-8 p.m.
\

GET,TO KNOW US!
Marc Schufarz, Director
Paul Cadrigan, Academic Advisor
Ka.thleen Pike, ·Acadefnic A4visor

Marcia .Rollison, Academic Advisor
Pam Lavigne, Secretary

.

sSsll

§0
§
§

Dial 862-3554 any ni~~t from 6:00°12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member_ will ans'Yer the phone. Sele<:t the
tape you w1~h to hear _by nam~ and number. The ta~es run about _6 minutes. If you have any quest,ions;
§~1cr..r..r..r..r.r..r..r..r~..r..r..r.r..r..r..r..r..r
, don•t han2
uo when ~~e 1s .over. and a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line... .
·
..r~..r.o"'J"'..r..r..r..r..c
cr..r..r..o--..r...ocr..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..rJ"'~..r..r..r-ccr..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..r..✓
r ..r..r..r..r..r.,-~..r..r..r..,cr..r..r..r..r..r..r..r.

_§-

I§

_

Dating Skills ... 18
Infatuation or Love ... 70
Things to Consider in Lookin_g for
Mate
. ..; 71
. ·
Types of lntimacy... 3
How to Cope with a 'Broken Rel·a tionship ... 83~ ·
/ ,
Physical lntimacy...4

Self Assertiveness .. .402
Building Self Esteemed Confidence ... 35
Standing Up for Yoi.Jrself...10
.
Becoming fndependent from Parents ...4 78
The Value and Use of Self-Talk .. 36
What is Counseling and How to us·e lt...61
Learning to Accept Yourself...44

Sexuality
-Male sex Roles ...40

A · t
p
~xi~ Y and ossible Ways to Cope
with it... 30 ·How t9 Handle Fears... 33
Coping with Stress ... 38 · \
Relaxation Exercises .. :37 \

I __._

TIPES862IIIILIILE
3554

1

§ Friendship
Ss

anda
· .

.

·

§
§
§ Stress and Anxiety
S
8S·
8

Counseling & .Testing Center ·

~~

8

§8
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inz5~~tta;nnn=n:nmo:o:rxnn~~~~Ei:ttnnnnn:nm~ ·.

ANNUAL FALL
. SALE ._ .
EQUIPMENT .

.

OUTDOOR CLOTHING

Hi-Tee Low CufRugged Sneaker Reg. 32.50
·
.
Sale 27.50
· -Hi-Tee PCT Hiking Boot Reg. 44.50
Sale 39.50

Needs a Secretary

I
.! .

!
l
I
(re - l
·I

cleaning
. . .
,! . qw~ed)
~ ·
*A listener of our station ·,
(not required but suggested)
I . THEN:
i Stop by our office in the MUB and fill out

l

.

D ERNESS
RAJ , ~ .

l an application.
applications doe by
_..!i ·All
NOON OD . wedn es day

~~~~~~~~Y"i'TYi~~~~Tn'~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

-

91~3FM··

THE SEACOAST SOUN.D ALTERNATIVE

OLDIES . FUN/f ..-, ··
AMBIENT

..
~
?;; ,o .·

·\
~

Sept. 16.

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
(You woti't be there.to answerit.)

Questions? Stop by and
.·
ask for Steve or Julie
DEADUN_E 1t SEPTEMBER 2·9, -198i

, ·

·:~· ~, .t

It's Back To School .
It's Back .To Campus
and ... It's to the
Out -back!

.. illilll w..

I
I

p

UV.-rJrAJ.IA

9 -~.

.

r- "'

_ ·._ ··.. Independent ·•·
Progressive CELTic .·
.Listen for GIVEAWAYS .the first two
weeks of.September.
And be listening for the
New People's Meeting

l
~

~
~

.
........ ~....,,,...........,.,..__...~~........ ~ ...........,._.....,,,..~..
)""'.__...~.~~~.........,..~~......... ~ ........~.....,,,..

- ~

.JAZZ .·S!2 ..~
~·
~ FOLK .·

•

l
~
Il.

-~

-

I

· Diamond Brand Prima Dome only 99.50

!
I
I
l ·.

l

!

i

$10offan.ypair

·

.
j *Work study (required)
.
*Able to type (required)
~ *Able _to answer 'a phone politely i
and intelligently (required) .
~ *Able to devote ✓a -full t\tVenty hours ~
of your time a week on a re/a- ·
~·· tively fixed sc.hed u I e - (day or - .
··
day/night)- (required) · ·

.! ·

l ENTS

l
I

.

! If you are:

!. *A~le to do light

Windy Pass Cats P.}. 's 25-Fahr. Bag Reg. 109.50 Sale 89.50
Windy Pass Orient Express 25-Fahr. Bag Reg. 95.00 Sale 75.00
Caribou Solstice 10-Fahr. Bag Reg. 136.75 Sale 109.95

VUARNET SUNGLASSES

.

· .

.

91.3 FM ·

I

SL°EEPING BAGS

.2 • •
ca
JJ

WU NH

I·

FOOTWEAR

~- ;

91.3 FM

.I ·

. Men's & Women's Shorts 25-50% off
Women's Patagonia Baggie Shorts Now Only $15
Women's Patagonia L.S. Shirts 20% Off
·Women's Assorted S.S. Shirts 40% Off
- · Men's & Women's C.B. Sports Windbreakers 40% Off

.

l
I

ON

OUTDOOR CLOTHING & CAMPING

~---------------------------..-----------·-----·-----·---------,

• POSTERS • CORK .. FRAMES • LOCKERS
• STUFFED ANIMALS • POTPOURRI • CARDS · ·

pj\TY
The Out .· ack
•YARN• FABRICS • CANDY

• BALLOONS AND OTHER
The .Store

Where Fun Begin•

SUPPLIES

-868-- 7027
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.... ................ .
.....•...........•....
"Wholly Holey Holy, an Adult American Spelling Book,"
~

-MUB--

by J. Frank Summers spicily exposes new, sensational
inter alia, the theory of. .
concepts of language, in.eluding,
.
I
linguistic sexuality, the rule of taboo and the Freudian
effect. The most innovative American spelling b_ook since
Webster's blue-backed. 200 pages,. paperback, 8½ x 11
'~ith in-depth marginal annotations. T~o indexe~. $12.95
postpa.id. Money-back guara.n tee on books retur'ned ih
good condition .within 15 days. Educational Geodesics
Inc., P.O. Box 604, New Braunfels TX 78130.

••••••••••••••••••••••
as
.c
...
·
.. ••••••••••••••••••••••
.c
ac
~.

Make your firs.t impression a
lasting on,e.
Hours:
Mon.,I.ues., Wed. 9-5:.30

Fri. 8-8

. Sat. 9-4
35 Main St. Durham
C

,.

M

,-

•

- --·SP-ACE--___. ___---·~ -WATER-----

(continued from page 1)
<continued from page 5)
- To show -their displeasure,
on the lighting.
employees at the MUB sent a
Even the freshmen are im- petition against the newly inpressed. "I like it, ir seems pretty . stall_ed meters tg Stephanie
comfortable and I'm going to Thomas, the director of admistudy in here", said freshman •n is t rat i ve services, and the
Judy Parker.
· Parking and Traffic Council,
who were also inv·olved in .
passing the meter plan. ForYou can visit these
tescue said "They do not expect
Ii braries and use the
the meter situation to change,
Depository collection
but they want th~ people involved in the installation of the
witho.ut charge.
1
meters to know how they feel.'

To find ·one in your
area, contact your local
library or write to the
Federal Depository
Library Program, Office ·.
.of the Public Printer,
Washington, DC 20401:.

~

- Burning the midnight
·oil may be neceifaary.
· Burning-the 2:,0 0 or 3:00
or ·4:00 AM oil is absurd;
' Especially when an HP calculator can get the
answers you want - in time to get a good night's
· ·
, sleep. .
For ins_tance, our HP-l~C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-41 .Advanced Scieutifi·c Calculators have
even more potehtial.
PG12602

PAGE THIRTEEN -

The. money made from the
parking meters is now being
used to pay off the debt for
installation. Eventually the
be deposited into
revenues
an account that is used by the
Transportation Department.
The Transportation Department is· responsible for the
upkeep of the Karivan and
shuttle service provided by the
University. ·

will

<continued from page 1)
an hour, which was reasonable.
The Christensen residents were
very cooperati.ve wi'th the staffs'
requests at keeping- water out·
side rhe building."
· ·As usual, .students were enthusiastic in participating. "I
knew it was a tradition, but I
didn't know it was this big," said
Scott Wilson, a freshman Stoke
resident.
David Kinch, a seniQr exd1:.1nge student from the Uniyersfry of California at Santa
. Cruz, said water fights are
popular at his home campus.
"We launched water off our
buildings with surgical tubing,"
said Kinch, a Smith Hall resident. He found the UNH water
fight tO be larger than the ones
· at Santa Cruz.
- Stude·n ts unable .to participate
in this year's activities can mark
their calendars for _the first
Sund_ay after cJasses begin next
September.

That's because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for them - more than for any other calculator.
There's even.a special ·plug-in software package ( we call it the
Advantage Module) that's designed to handle the spe'dfic problems
an engineering student has to.solve in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in _engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best·you can get.
. So check one out. Then, whenyour mother ·calls to ask if you're
getting enough sleep; you wori't have to lie.
By the way, if you .want more information; just give us a call
HEWLETJ'
at ~0<\FOR~HPPC. Ask for qept.658c. ·

r1,p9
~/!ii

PACKARD
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Edito-rial
;,,

Parking problems an eternal headache
_ Some things at the University of New
Hampshire never see~-to change. There
has always been-a Homecoming. There has
always been an .early September water fight '
between residential areas. There have
al~ays been more than a few horror stories
coming from the Field House on registra- ,
tion days in fall and winter. Now it appears
the University has another permanent issue ,
-engraved in the minds of the University
·
population.
This great debate, or great complaint,
is the parking situation on campus. The
semester has barely begun an4 the parking
issue.has caused tempers to rise once again

on rnmpus. It appears that 100 prime
permit-parking spaces in C-lot were eliminated in favor of metered spaces. The need
for more visitor parking was cited. University staff, faculty, and students alike
are justifiably outrag<:!d at this latest
inconvenience. ,
· Park{ng is hard enough to come by in
the Durhafu/UNH area as the situation
stands today, and the situation·doesn't seem
to be getting -any better.
The loss of the regular parking spots
to meters means thpse who paid full price
for prime parking spots will be forc,e d to
move further away from the MUB and the

ulation. Do not ignore these facts.
The people affected by TMI need
our help . .Our sympathy and support; arid we, as a nation, need to
know the true costs of producing
electric,:ity _by means of nuclear
power.
_Shelley N elkens
Antrim

t_ioned: charisma, efficiency, initi-,
ation, and maturity. There are
limitless characteristics we seek
in our leaders. All are individualistic
ansf personal. As a. current
teacher/leader of a university or- ·
ganization, I, would like, however,
. to briefly address the responsiblities
of a group member. In scratching
only the surface, full commitment
To the Editor:
and the ability to . express dissatisAll this news about Chernobyl.
faction in the leader's competence
Thirty-one dead, 24,000 projected .
come to mind. The latter, if presfuture radiation induced deaths in
ented in a well-organized, construcRussia alone (another 5,000 -w
tive, and professional manner,
75,000 outside of Russia), contamallow~ the leader to adapt his/her
inated lakes, reindeer herds, sheep, .
approach in the completion of the
etc., etc., t;tc. How depressing for
task. Sensitive leaders, whether they
them.
are professors, Resident .Assistants,
B:1,I t; at the same time, we have
.. advisors, or team c·aptains will
been ignoring some truths about
invite criticism. Why is it that
our own nuclear accident of 1979- · To the Editor:
In · response to Laurie Beck's teacher evaluations are completed
.: Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania.
seemingly conclusive and narrow- _ at the end of the $emester? Or why '
It was·, undeniably, less severe (in
minded attempt at defining lead- students fail to even jot down
terms of area affected) but time is
ership and it's accompanying re- inadequacies in the course? The
proving it equally devastating in
sponsibilities, I find· 'myself irked · ·· leader, in this case·-an educator,
many ways.
at the author's rather weak display hasn't .the advantage of tailoring
Initial health studies that assured
of knowledge in the area of lead- the class to the student's needs.
us the.re was nothing to. worry about
ership and group dynamics. Her Good leaders are not born; they are
are patently faulty-- perhaps by
particular complaints and assess- made. A large portion of this
design, perhaps not. Instead of
merits of advisors, Resident Assist- growth is resultant on input by
comparing numbers of deaths and
apts, and other leaders she has others. This entails you, Miss Beck,
illnesses (and anything else abnorencountered at the LJ.niversity show and all people muttering arid grummal) in the path of the plume, the
poor; yet com·m on, insight in the bling under their breath to speak
studies compared the entire popcorrect responsible re.lationsh·i p up and voice you concerns to those
ulation at varying distances from
between group members and group leaders who fall short of your ideal
the plant. The results, understanleaders. She views her leaders as expectations.
dably, showed no significant difI strongly recommend to the'
flawless, _perfect beings that should
ference.
not make any mistakes. She, also author courses and books in social
· But in the path of the plume,
fails to examine her needed con- · psychology and organizational beseven years have elapsed and the
havior. Perhaps, then, she will
tribution as a group participant.
effects of exposure to radiation are
Leadership is an assigned priv- realize the responsibilities of being
becoming more evident. People
ilege. It is earne_d usually from an active group participant as well
pave died (many in the womb) and
experience, reliability, as well as · as those of responsible leaders.
are dying still in significantly higher
Keith A. Neubert
the valid qualities Miss Beck men~umbers than in ~he general pop-

Chernobyl
Incident

center of campus in search of a spot for
their tar. Faculty and staff who battled long _
and hard last year for the rights to the more
accessible parking spaces could now be
·
forced to park somewhere else.
The spaces, while targeted for visitors,
se·e m io be filled with cars· belonging ro
.students and staff. Thos.e with cash to spare
park in the metered spaces and either plug
the meter with quarters or risk running
a ticket. All _in all, it seems to be an unfair
situation.
One wonders what parking' problem will
surface next. Wait 'til next year.

Letters to the editor should ·
be typ~d and signed, and
must includ~ an address
and telephone number for
verification.

Foru111 ~-Response

Address all mail to:
Th,e New Hampshire,
'Room 15,1, ·
MUB.
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University Forum
DO colle ge ·athl etics need a Stra ight talk
SUpport .SySt em? .ByMarkP.Ama.tucc! abou t drug s

Intercollegiate athletics are becoming bree_ding
gr~rnnds for the .development of future pro~es~10nal
investments, while less and less emphasis is put
on the academic growth of the student-athlete.
·
Why have college athletic programs taken this
commercial turn? It's a· question that coaches,
educators and parents must address before the very
nature of sports is destroyed. Unless the studentathlete is convinced that responsible and structured
growth in the classroom mus~ coi_ncide with the
same type of growth on the playing fields and cour~s,
the problems we face today in intercollegiate athletics
will continue to fester.
·
One solid way of attracting the athlete's attention
· to the importance of academic growth is with a
structured academic support system approved by
the college and supervised by the college's academic
deans. Given that an institution's academic standards
and curriculum requirements are the s~me for all
students, support in academic area? become,s a
necessity for all student athletes.
.
The goal should not be simply to help at_h letes
graduate, but rather to help players. develop into
educationally enlightened young men and women
who are prepared to. meet with su~cess in th~ir
chosen career and in cultural and leisure pursmts
as well.
When he/ she enters college, the student-athlete
must learn to cope with an array of pressures-fro.£?
their family, their peers, their professors, their .
coach the fans the media and themself. To deal
effectively with 'au these demands, the ath1ete-must
learn how to manage his/ her time. '.This is especially
important because student- athletes should meet
the same academic requirements as other students.
Games, practices, travel and strategy sessions take
up precious study time.
. :<
Entering college, each athlete must be willrng
to accept a schedule .that in many ways will have
stricter academic rules and procedures than those
followed by non-afhletes. · Any student-athlete with
a grade poin_t average below the school's requirement .
should enroll in a study skills course taught by a

member of th€ academic support team. Such a course _·
should emphasize time mana·g ement, note taking,
test taking an~ term paper writing . This course
should be taken independently of the r~gµlar class
schedule.
.
Also, athletes should meet for mandatory twohour study halls five nights a week supervised by
. a member of the support team. Only those students
with GP As higher than 3.0 (a B average) after the
. first semester should be excused. All freshmen
athlete~ and any student-athlete with a GP A below .
the school's requirement should be assigned to 60min u te study periods twice a week until the end
of the semester or until their GP A reflects proper
improv,erpent. Road tr}ps to away games-or matches
should. not interfere with this schedule.
A teacher provides positive reinforcement in
the classroom so that a student will ultimately reach
his academic potential. A coach in intercollegiate
athletics should empl:iasize the same goals.and should
work to meet the same obje.cti'ves as those of any
faculty member. A coach's role does not differ just
because his classes take place on the court or playing
field instead of in the classroom or lecture hall.
·In fact, a coach should be held accountable for making
certain that his players meet all academic require. ments while participating in a sport. If a coach
does anything less, he truly cannot be called a coach.
If coa,ches, faculty , the media and sports fans
remembered the true definition of sport (which
puts no emphasis on winning or losing), then
everyone could come to grips with why an athlete
is enrolled in college.·the importance of an academic
support system would not be questioned; it would
become a positive and supported reality. Nothing
today com~s easy, h1,1t until people in respon_sible
. academic and administrative positions realize that
they are dealing with impressionable young adults
who are coping with the pressure of balancing a
full academic load with an athletic commitment,
then and only then will they give the academic
support that these students deserve. . ,,.,
.
Athletics arrd academics are compatibl~. But to

· By Sonia ~chmitt
I think it is time for some straight talk about · ·\
the drug problem in this country and especially
on campus. I am ill hearing all the hand-wringing
doctors and spine less do-gooders · make excuses
for people who are just ·plain stupid. The past cases
of talented athletes killing themselves when on
the threshold of lucrative and successful careers
will do nothing to curb drug use among others until
we stop discussing them in reverent tones.
We should say that .they lacked real character,
the kind that cannot be influenced by dangerous
trends or, as I am sick of hearing, "peer pressure."
· They were sheep who obviously could not think
for themselves. We all know what happens to the
long lost sheep!
,
Young American college students still have to "
· be taught that taking drugs is stupid. Do not moralize
about it or be understanding and compassionate.
Just let it be known th.at society thinks you're an
idiot and that we will not coddle you and wipe your·
nose anymore if you lack the character to avoid
drug use. If you want to put on snow shoes and a
blindfold and walk through a mine field, don't expect
us to pick u_p the pieces or even the ashes.
·
It's a sad day when a state university makes a
sainted hero of a coke-snort,ing, marginally literate
athlete who commits suicide!
Sonia Schmitt is the forum editor for The
New Hamp_s~i,re

_

be successful in both areas, college leaders must
define academic prioritie~ for studenf-athlete s.
We cannot continue to turn bur backs on the athletes
and place the blame for their academic failures on
someone else.
·
Mark P Amatucci has been bead basketball co[!.ch at Loyola
College since 1981. ·

The re are way s to fight cOllege anxi ety
..
..
.
·

By Paul H Robbins and Roland fl. Tanck

Young people often do not find college life a
happy experience: Rather, they find it a mixed bag
of rewarding and painful events.
College places young people on their own in a
new environment. While this can be an exciting
adventure, the stµdents are hit with problems of
self-identity, career choice, reshaping their relatiohships with their parents and developing new
peer relationships. These challenges may cause
·considerable discomfort, adding to ·the stress
inherent in college itself-the number of courses ·
to be mastered, tests to be passed ·and papers to
b-e written. These e:x:ams and papers for many
· students are stress points, with anxiety often peaking
at exam tirrie.
'
In a study we performed, we found that students
who were experiencing ac_a demic stre.ss reported
higher levels of general anxiety. These students
also reported mo_re physical complaints that can
be indicators of stress, such as nausea, weakness,
skin flare-ups .and diarrhea. They tended to report
that they were feeling somewhat depressed. These
students more often experienced feelings of defeat,
felt lonely and said. they wanted to find help in
. dealing with their pro~lems. They reporte? more
instanc.es in which such down moods persisted at
the same iritensity all through the day.
We found that male students who wer,e experiencing higher levels of suess teqded to re_por't
more difficulties in .::heir interpersonal relat10ns,
and found themselves acting more defensively,
appeared harder to get along with_ and te!lded to
feel and openly express anger. This rea:ct10n wa.s
less apparent in the female students, who seemed
to have contained the · tension within themselves.
The female students, however, reported a relatively
high number of physical sy~ptoms.
·
There are a number of effective things that both
the student apd their -parents can do to help them
deal with the problems of college life.
· For parents, it is important to be aware that college
c:an cause considerable stress. It is important for

parents to recognize any tendency .on their own
part to entangle their children··s academic progress
with their ·own needs, ambitions and frustratations.
When parents view their childrens' academic
deficiencies as a blow to their own egos, it can
pro~uce an emotional strain for the parent as well
as \htensify the pressure on the child.
_ Si_nce college often entails sacrifices on the part
of the parents, they shoulo expect their chiidren
to take their studies seriously. From the standpoint
of the student's mental health, however, it seems
important that when the student has made a serious
effort, getting· less than excellent grades would
not bring on a feeling of loss of parental love and
respect.
'
We believe that the role of the parent can usually

"Comparin g oneself with others can
'be ~a miserable trap and, in the long
run, is much less important than
figuring out what kind of career and
life style will be best."
be supportive, perhaps ·s ummarized in the statement,
"Is there anything I tan do to help?"~This might
· be .an offer to provide counseling or tutoring or
jusr, a willing ear for a son or daughter who is not
hav,ing an easy time.
. ·
Academic success depends largely on three factors: ·
ability, motivation and technique. Since almost
all colleges haves entrance requirements, acceptance
for admission implies that with ·sustained effort,
. most students have the potential to graduate.
Problems with motivation often can be suspened
when performance drops.
·
.
Many students have doubts and uncertainties
about their long-range goals; and some students
may feel that college ~s a wast:ed effort. If such
confusion exists, it may be time to look inwardly
and examine one's goals and objectives. Discussions

with friends or counselors at the university
counseling center· may help clarify the goals, and
that may restore motivation.
Ability an9 desire to achieve in themselves do
not guarantee academic success ..The student needs
good study techniques to · learn and effectively
communicate his or her knowledge .. If a student
lacks. these skills, he or she is at a disadvantage
. and should check around the university for programs
offering assistance.
- If a student suffers from the jitters while taking
a test, there are. some' procedures that may be helpful
in controlling this anxiety. For ·example, some ·
psychologists and psychiatrists use desensitization,
a technique that teaches deep muscle relaxation
and exercises in which the student imagines the
fear -provoking event. For some students, this ··
technique can reduce the amount of anxiety they
feel. Help of this kind is often available in counseling
centers on university campuses.
Finally, the student Would cdo well to place the
academic experience in perspective. Not everyone
is talented in academic pursuits. A person may have
more aptitude in other directions, such as music,
art, social skills, spo.rts, business or ·mechanics.
The student f~eling overwhelmed by academic
pressures should recognize that if he or she fails
to get that A in English literature, the sum will
continue to rise and set and the student's chances
of a blissful existence probably will be every bit
_as good as the student who got tha-t A. Comparing
oneself with others can be a miserable trap and,
in the long run, is much less imponant than figuring
out what kind of career and life style will be best .
In college, one should strive for excellence, but
when one feels sick about the situation; it may be
time to reevaluate what one is doing and consider
making changes to reduce the tension.
Pa~J R. Robbins and Roland H Tanc1! are psychologists
in priv_ate practice.
'
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Arts and ·Peahtres·
Stewart see~s his own · Revenge
from working with Tom Petty, morrow Comes" sounds like
David Olson
Revenge, the latest , effort Feargal Sharkey, Darryl Hall, George Harrison in his ·Beatle
,·,)m the Eurythmics, is a bril- and Bob Dylan, who began to days, while "Thorn in My Side"
d,)minace the band.
sounds like camp Marvelletes
,:uu album, but sadly it marks
_ This .change began to show (of "Please Mr. Postman"
lie demise of a band.
.
· In . the early days of the . on the last Eurythmics LP, Be · fam'e ). Both are solid tracks.
Eurythmics vocal virtuoso An- Yourself To ?zight, wit~ som'e "Miss.io-nary Man i$ a classic
nie Lennox was the band. Len- blistering guitar woEk and ste- R&B-based tune with a strong,
nox' s hair color changed as often , ding production from Stewart. unifying· base line.
The tragic thing about Re· as the wear-her and she had a For her part, Annie Lennox
·strange afic-:i:ion for ~ressing " contributed her best vocals ever, venge is that it is _a David A.
as Elvis Presley. All this pomp even matching Aretha Franklin Stewart album and not a Eurythmies album. The Eurythmics
kept guiturisc· David A. Stewan in their featured -duet.
But Revenge is · different. used to be a band poised on the
back in the shadows. There was
Lennox, a synthesizer, an? the From "Missionary Man," the . edge of the fence between
- ,.,.uy with the rat's nest haircut. album's raucus opening track annoying techno-pop and brilLennox made the cover of Time -rhrough co the last wisps of ~ide liant avante-garde music, kind
·magazine.Stewart was relegated two, this is obviously a Stewart of a cross- between A-ha and
r0 playing rythm h~ircut (Pay album. Therythm haircut has Pete·r Gabriel. The brilliance
mov€d co the forefront. Tom, is still there, but the band is not.
;mention Andrew Ridgely).
Well, time has a way of · P~cty could be -singing for all · It's dme f<?r Stewart to go so~o,
d .anging things. Lennox _k~pt ·the difference it would make. ~, before he ures of the EurythmICs
Parts of che· album are old and the group stagnates.
up the vocal and songwntrng
p~1ce, bur it \vas Stewart,, fresh sixties th~owbacks: "WheQ !.?..~
:)y

The End is n~ar hopefully
By A rthur Lizie

their names properly. Bry1n,
Some bands seem co .have · Nichy G.,George, Rae and Ste- .
been formed just·to be m~de fun fan respectively do the voice,
of, ro 'be mocked relentlessly. percussion, drums, guitar arid
The Tubes, Night Ranger and the bass. Maybe they did not give
Beaver Brown (and dare we say _ lase names for a good reason.
Robert Tepper?) pop right into
The disc has been heaved
the old noggin wirhour much upo.~ an unweary public by
effort. The End can now be Apocalypse Records, "The _label
· added ro this ·g rowing li.sr of to end all labels." If more labels
bozo bands. The record sounds released music li.ke this, Apoas if a couple of fri~nds, one with . caclypse would achieve their goal.
a severe throat condition, had It sounds as if the label should
to make a dec_ision whether they align themselves with the Peo-:
should go see a movie or make ple For A Nuclear War Now and
,, record one night when they end -it all together.
were bored. They should have
The first side of the record
seen the movie.
·
pushes off to a funny start with
This record is the unnatural a wailing version of The Parchild of such an unrational tridge Family's immortal tale
de.c ision. They ·probably "had a of teen.a ge unknowingness, "I
few drinks chat night too.
Think I Love You". Somehow
The fi.rst sign that this was The End seem co want to be
going to be a bad record came . taken seriously while performwhen the record was popp~d out ing this hilarious task. Nobody
of its package and the cover took the Partridge family seshowed a quasi-canoon pi_c ture riously, either.
that looks like someone phoThis segues . into "Phase" , of the stupidest lyrics ever set
tographed a drawing of a vase · which is fast and funny. It is to music, not to.mention the fact
while their camera was out of Shriekback meets X thrown in that the content is exactly th'e
focus. It depi°cts a funny looking · a cuisinart. This gets boring same as "Ballroom of Death."
. guy in tights scaring down the after the first few bars.
The amateur search for rhymes
·band's name, wondering if he
Next comes ·"Ballroom of is very humorous.
too will be unfortunate enough Death '. ' which is ·a ·promising "Knowing I Have You" rounds
to listen to the record .. The enough tide but rhe End stops out' this tasty and tempting slab
yellow trees in the background at that. They do display adequate of vinyl. This is just the other
probably decayed from over production techniques and a few songs with a tarnborine added,
exposure co The End. ,
_
go.o d tric~s, but that doesn't although they do gain points _ By Sonia Schmitt
This cover gives the record make ·t he music interesting, just for singing the cho.rus in Fr_ench, ,, Rehearsal previews are not
a cheap independent heavy well produced. This is their indicating that one of them may always accur~te, but indications
metal feel, but the disc inside statement of the a_p ocdlypse; have attended high school, or from last week's trial session
provides more laughs than your dance and forget that the end at least taken a home correspon- are that Nancy Spanier's: latest
average two bit metal band like is near. They never say why the· dence course.
production, -"Trial by Journey;"
Jack-o-Lame.rn or Cinderella or end is riear, it jU:st·is. This is also
The record ends as it began, will cut li~e a knife into the
the ever popular Scryper.
the first song to make quesses ,with a snippet fro!fl a 1970'.s AM Berklee Performance Center's ·
This is disposable dance pop a1> w Bryin'.s vocal influences.- classic, "Seasons in the Sun." fall schedule.
for the have-m-be-chic college First guess is Captain Kangaroo Why mess with perfeccio.n?
Spanier's -sharp stagecraft
hipsrers._lt has a good beat, an tripping on acid.
·
The final assesment of Bryin's navjgates ·the bewildering terodd sounding lead vocalist, and . If one has the wurage to flip voice fa that he sounds like what ritories between dance arid
Hardly anyone has .heard of,the the r·e cord ove_r and slop the Sesame Street's Grover will · drama, and between the rational
band.)r is death rock, a funny _needle down, they will be ac- sound like when he reaches and the subconstious mind.
concept in itself, at its worst.- __ costed with "Stand Like a Ge- _ puberty.
With Spanier a.s a guide,- the
It is quite unfortunate that nius." This features the same
That wraps up the A's and Z's audience should have little
the personnet(maybe they are vocal style, guitar solo, and . and in betweens of The End . difficulty penetrating .such
not a band, but an employment rythm as the first two songs and Don't buy ..the record. Do what murky areas to find both enteroutfit) as listed on the lyric sheer the next two songs.Jr all sounds The End didn't. Goto th~ movie; tainment and food for thought.
cannot afford last {).ames and alike.
Hopefully this is the last word
Public relations director Beth
are nor smart e_nough to sp~ll _ "Shu,t up an4·Dance has some on The End.
Lowrey calls th is fa n tasy

Spanier at Berklee
' dance/play "a kick-off to a more
theatrical structure" for Spanier.
The script was written as a
·collaboration' among poet Chris
Hoffman, Tim Mullins . and
Spanier, who used portions of
her personal diaries in it.
Approximately 45 people are
inv.olvedt including members
of the Nancy Spanier Dance
Theater and some dancer
friends. In spite of the difficulties in managing such a varied
cast, Spanier found working
with a -l arge group of people a
real pleasure.
The combination of trained
and -lay performers stimula~ed
Spanier's-ability to find in each
.one some particular qualicy and
develop it as inseparab~e part

SPAN IER, page 18 ·
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The summ er scree n highlights
By Sonia Schmitt
looking for a date. Enter Tom has what too many horro'r flicks
The summer of 19-86 was · Cruise. He notices her from afar lack: spontaneity, good acting,
unusual because I spent the and signals the other officers unique special effect's and an
. entire season taking trips - not to assist in serenading her with excellent /soundtrack. Not only ·
to the beach but to the movies: "You've Lost That Loving Feel- that, but "Aliens" introduces
.To add variety to the dull routine , irig." The scene is hilarious.
many memorable characters .
of getting into the car, making
McGillis teases Cruise. You
It was· interesting fo see just
it go and winding up at the same know she likes him, but she has who was going to remain alive
theater, I found myself trying other plans for the evening. and who was doomed to death
different. shows.
.
.. Cruise winds up in the bathroom by the ·aliens implanting one of
, At the matin~e, the dinner discussing the issue with her, · their parasitic fetuses. I don't
shc;>w, the late show and the jealousy ·in his eyes. Two scenes want ,to give away. the plot of
midnight show, I compared later you see Cruise in flight "Aliens," but it helps, to know
notes with Gene Siskel-and · command class. and guess who the story of "Alien," to which
Roger Ebert (from "At the the instructor is. Yes, McGillis.
this film is a sequel.
Movies".) about this summer's
The romance rak,es flight. A shuttle of.astronauts went
best list. I spent the extra tips' When Crui'se's navigator and exploring on a planet, and one
l made as a pizza deliver-er best friend dies, .McGillis com- of the crew members picked up
seeing such popula.r movies as , forts him. He's got to go on, she one ofthese alien-things, which
"Ruthless People" and "One tells him. Finishing at the top promptly latched onto the crew
Crazy Summer." As it turned isn't everything.
member's face. When the alien
out, the movies that made a
After spe·nding some time finally fell off, the crew rejoiced.
permanent impression on .me alone, Cruise accepts his friend's Later, however, an alien burst
happened to be this summer's death and returns to his com- from the stomach region of this
biggest mon~ymakers: "Top mencement, only to find that guy -- who, as you might guess,
Gun," "Aliens" and "-About Last · McGillis has left. Cruise is . did not survive. That alien went
Night."
immediately calle_d .into ·battle. on to "contaminate" other crew
"Top Gun;'' in which Tbm He proves his skill, a natural members, leaving as the sole
Cruise co-stars with Kelly McGil- skill that should have won him , survivor ·Ripley, played by Si. lis, relies on spectacular stunts the top pilot award, and McGil- gourney Weaver.
and airborne sequences to sup- lis returns.
In the sequel, Ripley returns ,
.port a ·weak plot centered on
In addition to the exciting to space 50 years later to battle
Cruise's attempt to get th_!"ough aircraft maneuver scenes, the the same aliens. It's a scary film
Navy flight school. Determined · movie generates a smile from. and not to be taken lightly.
to b~ the top pilot, Cruise allwho see it. It's enjoy~ble. It's There are momen_ts when the
encounters considerable diffi- a romance. And Tom has a new . music alone creates a mystical
cultjes, including his own ego pair of sunglasses. ·
mood .. Then out of nowhere
and the death of his navigator.
Until I saw "Aliens," I didn't comes an alien or just a scare.
McGillis is introduced as a think i~ was possible for a female
The movie is worth seeing
classy broad spending her nights to carry a strong heroic role in just for the machinery used.
at the Officer's Club, possibly a horror film. But this movie Believe me, the Marines set this

director up with powerful material We're lucky the crew didn't
blow the planet right out of the
universe.
· Besides reminding me of a·
wonderful summer rom-a nce,
"About Last Night" kept ·m e
laughing. This is definitely
college material. First you have
the sexy commercial artist who
has an affair w'ith her sly boss.
Then she meets the up-andcoming business professional
who rakes her breath away. I
often think Berlin's new song
was written for this flick.
Anyway, the two of them
have a one~night,er. He awakens,
at 4 a.m. to see her leaving.·
What is he supposed to say? See
you tomorrow? Tha~ks for the
session? They exchange 1 a.
"thanks" and she leaves.
The "she" is Demi Moore.
The "ne" is Rob Lowe. This
couple is impeccable. Not only
is she the heartthrob of all men
in the audience, but he is the
man of most adolesce·nts'
drearps. The story continues,
first with a li.ttle sex, then with
a lot of relationship.
.
I enjoyed it mostly for the
laugh I got. This is an honest
film about people going through
early romance. Although plot
is not a main issue, the acting
is flawless. "About Last Night"
couldn't have been bet~er, only
longer.

~

,Excitin g ·movie releas es for ,the .fall
Jumpin' Jack
Flash-Oct., 1986
Whoopi Goldberg, who was
nominated for an Academy
Award for her film debut in The
Color Purple, plays her fir st
comedy role iri Jumpin' Jack
Flash.
· Terry D~olittle is ·a brightyoung woman with a dull job.
Day after day she sits behind
. a computer in the interna~ional
money transfer department of
· a large bank. Terry breaks up
the monotony of transferring
money by punctuating her transactions with more persoµal
c6mmuoications. · She trades
bootleg Springsteen tapes with
her London correspondent; to
another in Japan, she sends a
recipe for Yankee pot-roast; and
to yet another in France, advice
on how to manage'his busy lqvelife. And on the o.t her side of
the world, someone is listening!
One day Terry receives an
urgent plea on her computer
screen encoded from "Jumpin' ·
Jack Flash." She discovers the
sender of the message is a
Brittish operative trapped in
the Eastern Bloc. lntriguedby
the possibility of some excitement and romance in her life,
Terry embarks on
rescue
mission, leading to a series of
· mmedic hair-raising adventures
in which she tangles with both
CIA and KGB spies.
.
Also, Penny Marshall makes
her feature film directorial
debut.
·
-

a

The Name ,_ of th·e
Rose-Sept., 1986·
In The Name of the Rose,
Academy Award-winning director Jean-Jacques Annaud, whose
last film was Quest for Fire, has

again created a new world, to live on her meager pay from England to play Lord Bulbeck,
forged by blacksmiths in south- . a research institute, and decides a high-ranking diplomat with
em Italy, crafted by carpenters to supplement her income by whom she becomes romantically
in Rome, and populated by a offering her services to an escort involved.
multi-national . cast starring agency. This unconventional
Based on Paul Theroux's bestSean Connery and F. Murray solution frees Lauren from -old selling novel Dr. Slaughter (U.S.
Abraham.
·
·
inhibitions, .but it also leads her title Half Moon Street), the ·
The bookThe Nam·e of the into a world of mystery and screenplay was written by
Rose, first published in Italy in danger, where the high stakes Swaim, the first American to
1980 and the U.S. in 1983, has could include her life. ·
win the prestigious Cesar (FranSigourney Weaver, one o( ce's equivalent of the Oscar),
sold four million copie,s world- .
wide and has been translated America's most versatile. ac- and Edward Behr, European
. into 24 languages.· Now in a1 tresses, plays Lauren Slaugh~er, cultural editor of Newsweek.
snow-shrouded medieval mon- and Michael Caine returns to
astery in West Germany, Um- .
. berto -Eco's spellbinding tale of
death and intrigue is set within
the confines of a 14th century
<contin1,1ed from page 17)
cloister.
C-onnery plays Brother Wil- of her story. She not only uses lateral space·. His _
mercurial ,Spanier never falls into this
liam of Baskerville, the brilliant the lean, physically beautiful journeys into
the subconscious trap. The investigation may turn
English monk turned sleuth. dancers, but also relishes putting are anchored by the,
symbols of to be harsh or gentle, the images
The unyielding Inquisitor Ber:- ' them on display. From the home and the sustenance of
food may jolt with sudden candor or
nardoGui, William's antagonist, experienced dignity of the wise on one side, and the severe
self- · grace~ but the audience won't
is portrayed by Abraham, who to the alluring whispers of questioning of the
empirical
be left helplessly behind.
won the Academy A ward 'for youth; each character presents mind
on the other. The widely
The Boston premiere of
Best Actor for his stunning the four 0faritasies" and "jour- dispar·a te con.ditions are
also "Trial by Journey" will be held
performance as Salieri in Ama-. neys."
pulled together by a 12-persori at the Berluee . Performance
deus. William Hickey, who won
The structure of the p_iece . jury/ chorus, a classical conven- . Center Sept. 30 and runs ·
critical acclaim for his p~rfor- should also prove well adapted tion that further intensifies the
,through Oct. 17. Tickets for this
mance as the aging Don in to the awkward width of the dance.
- Prizzi's Honorplays the saintly ·Berklee stage. Th~ main pro- . · Projects of an autobiographf- Colorado-based company are
availabl~ by phone or by mail
Brother Ubertino.
tagonist is drawn into actions cal nature sometimes veer into from Berklee.
taking place in a broad, mostly blatant self-indulgence, but

SPANI ER----

Half MBon StreetOct., 1986

Half Moon Street is a contemporary story of a woman whose ~
sexual freedom leads her into
the world of international po. litics, banking and intrigue.
Starring Sigourney Weaver and
Michael Caine, it is the first film
directed in English .by Bob_
Swaim; the American director
who made his name in Frarice
with the Award-winning film
La Balance.
·
.
Dr. Lauren Slaughter is a
woman of the Eighties. Highly .
intelligent and beautiful, she
finds herself in London unable

For great record reviews, look for

Arthur Lizie and Ric Dube each week
in the.Arts ud Features section.
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·•• G·Otvl/NG .- UP SO-O N ...
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· This weekend ...
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Thu·r_
s. 9/l 1 Dance the night away
with NOW SOUND EXPRESS 9:00
p.m.

-WHITE KNIGHTS .
-HIGH SOCIETY
.,,
,1.HE BIG CHILL

••
•

/"

L,

';

.

aiound the

:-'Alls.hoy.vs at 7 & 9:30 in the MUS

: · :·$1:for St:.udents
: : $.2 .f or . :_n~n-students
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· Check the .fi)WJ~@page for times and ticket
prices
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.•MUSO DOUGH.BOY PICK OF THE MO·NTH ...
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EM·o PHILLIPS
THE STOMPERS
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
. .:.and more!!-
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MUB
PUB

!.•• .. ': Sun. 9/14 "ON THE TOWN"
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· Don't forget to yheck the MUSO showcase in the MUB
for · up-to-date listings of events!!
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· ~: ' ·. · . l. .· VEHICLES PARKED ON UNIVERSITY .· . ·
c :.· .

,t_

'

.,

•

D1i~~,nua1DRMIRRDR

. . ·. PROPERTY·MUST DISPLAY AVALID
.· - PARKING PERMIT..
· · .
.

- · · · · 2. 24 HOUR PARKING IS PERMITTED ·
·. ONLY in the·followihg lots: . . · .. ·
. o't,·02, E, E1,.FieldHouse Wes(
· NEG Upper Lots, a, _u, and . ·
.DesignatedSection of A . ·..·· · ·
·,

.

.

. ' 86 UNH 87 .

.

· 3. . NO PARKING 1:00 am -4:00 am
· in aH other iots ··
·:-:" · " ·
.·. 4. ·. VlSITOR PARKING.ONLY in the following lots/ areas: ·
•. G, M, 0, T, At meters or designated visitor spac.es.
5. . .VISITOR .PARKING BETWtEN . ·
1:00 am - fOo am ONLY in the 1o,towi:n·g ·..
lots: .·· ·.·. ·
·
•

•

,

'

•

I

.-

'

D1, D2, E, Et Field House West, NEC
Upper: Lots, a, U, and designated ·. ··
. . · . section of A.
·
'

\
'

'

~

.

.

.

6. ·. RESERVED PARKING BY VALID PERMIT ONLY,i.e. Hall .
. ..• .Director, service, Handicap, Etc.· .· .
·. For Information orAssistance ·
·Traffic-Services O'Connell ·' House

862-1427 .

·,
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t~ach

··

yo'u~l~a9ershlp ~a nd ._ rn~nageHow can you get thEfe:xpet~fen~e 1..· 'Vill
ment skills, and tra'in you ~o handle real
vou n.'eed to succ'e ed in business?
·
These top exe_c utives started out challenges : - : · ·
·
-as Afrtw -.c)ffiq¢rs. Right oµt of.~ollege;, " _· -__. _ , · ·lfyou wan,t to prepare for a
~ the/ wJre'·give n the kind of re~ponsi- ·: -.~_- ., -:pr6ffiising :tutu_rein-~ busiriess'., ·b egitj
bility most-pedp le in civilian life work .. your future as_-~!}_ Army qtticer, With
. _; Army ROTC ..You tdb .m ight wi.ridt: u p a
Vea.rs for; . .
_.
captain of indµstry! .
. -Jfyou begin your future as _aµ
_ . .. For more intormatio n;~cofitact
~~rtny cifficer, you could furtheryo u-r tathe Professor of Military ·s~ience on your
· ·
reer plans.
-.
.
campus.
. ·How do you become an Army
ROTC ■ .·
.
'll'~ffifer? A great way to get the training

ARMY

.
d is in Army ROTC. .
yoti:·.n\~_
. . -·· 'ROT~_i§ a college program that

/.

..

. ·. ~--OU CAM B.E.
·a. E.ALL
.

r ,,

·.

,

lt_·.·

1

-~,

Kawleigh Warner, Jr., Chairman, Mobil Corp.

· Walter F. Williams, President & Chief ·
Operating Offker Bethlehem Steel Cprp .

Earl G. Graves, Editor & Publishe_r
Black Enterprise Magazine

.John G>Bree11,Chainnan,Ptesident & CEO
Sherwin-Williams Company . ·

CONT ACT MAJO R TOM TAYLO R ZAIS HALL
OR CALL.862-1078
.
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1 Newsbrief Editor
2 Photo·Editors ,.
News·Reporters.
Graphic Artists
Photographers.
Sports Reporters
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Stop _by room .151 in the MUB for an
application·
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Mem orial Union BoaT d of Governors ·· ·
\
.

Decision and 'Policy Making Board for the MUB

Lookin g for both Ort and·Of f Cdnipu; represe ntative s

· ..· Interes ted studen ts .can. P.ick up applic~ tion in .Rm
322,in the MUB · _. . ... .,...
'

~

App_lications due

_,-

~'

,,.

,e

,c '

X

$C

X

X

-~

·- · , ... >

- ...........

-i• '·

· -;.-

-

f p.m. 'Monday Sept. 22
. .. . '

#

•·- T:·h e bes t ·· wai f·_ ·t o rea ch
·10,000 peo ple 'is-t hto ugh
.
·
the
·
C
lass
ified
s
·
•
,-~--.. .
I"'

-:: _

~

•

l-

J

,

-:

•
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I · -· .-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted-Services-_Housing-Lost & Found}~ides-Tra,vel-Yard Sales-Sports
II
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
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-_ · _

I

,

.

· AMOUNT ENCLOSED:
I
I1-

. :..
I.
I
I

Advertiser's Name·: ·
Address: - ~
Phone:

.

.

..I

. RATES: $1.-00 for 20 words per insertion
Each additional run: $1.00
·
All ads MUST be prepaid

To Run _

Times

•.·

_,. :i

...
·:r

,.

,:<::·r ,:'· - ,,,~::

.-

.
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OMICS

Funds
. .'

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

flow to ·
·uNH

by Mike Peters

CHAIN 5AW our
OF 0AS,HUH?
5UR£ ...f'LL FILL
lTFORYOUttt

I

HERB5 LAST SALE

.. FIND A -NEED AND FOOL IT"

c:;7,pw·s
D

Ml{

oo,wG LuNCM WlTH
Att.OVNT/WT--.

1? f L,L

---6(2.t ffmt--

OF l"G lHI
1'V€ SAID H

fVN/i IIJ ..

l WANTYoU
; To GET tf'ITO
SOMeT"(~(i WllM
\ol16 l-l

"AV€ AN

TV/l.AIDVF/l..

'/o.JF€H
ABOUT GWflMET

~O~bo

POPCORN?

by Berke -Brea:thed

BLOOM COUNTY

. 11JMOKROW: 5TeP- 111Kl:e,,,
''/le/It.ING /I/IT!/ WK/$K'5 /Jt.XK'

Cr<amN6 II Ca111c 5TK!l7 ,,,
~p 7W() :''-mtNK Of RN lffA II

J

\

, By Marla G. Smith
Tl)e University of New
Ha!llpshire Fund received $4.6
million in cash and gifts from
alumni, friends, corporat_ioµs,
and foundations in fiscal 198(:i,
compared to the approximately
$2 million received in 1985.
The number of alumni donating gifts increased by 27 percent,
or 2,000 irtd-ividuals this year.
This percentage increas~ compares to a nationwide average
increase of 11.9 percent, according to a l985 report published
by the American Association
of Fund-Raising.
"I am really pleased at the
increased number of alumni
donors," said Joseph Phelan,
the university's first vice pres:ident for alumni affairs and
development.
The Kellogg Foundation gave
half of the $4.6 million, according to Phelan. Parr of a $3.8
_million commitment made by ·
the foundation, the money will
be used to construcr a-residential
tower at the unive~sitv's New
-England Center. Additional
programs and renovation .at the
center are planned.
Phelan attributes the increase
. in glving to an effort made by
' 492 volunteers in a 35-evening
·phone calling campaign. Eight
thousand .i;ecem graduates were
reached during p9onathons. in
, t9J~6, com.pared rn the -5 ,000
called in 1985.
Capital campaign gifts, not
counted a·s part of 'the $4.6
million UNH Fund, rotalled
$477,000 in ple-iges made during the uniYersity'~ capital
__
campaign.
Phelan looks ahead to goals
for fiscal year 1987. "Given the
current climate of private giving
to public µni,:ersities, !flY feeling
is the bulk of that giving will
come frorp alunmi," said Phelan.
- "We' re working on giving alumni reasons for giving.n

--~ROTC-<continued from page 7)

IF='(OUUAO

™M~1$...

.---_)

'1J

a~ailable, "We feel that anyohe '
who has made it into the Uhiversity can be competitive for
a scholarship. That's not to say
that we can give them to ev~~
ryo_n e, but those, who havec;,'a
_:good.academic record and efem·plify leadership qualities ate
certainly encouraged to firid out
more about what we can offer/'
Not only does ROTC give stti. d~nt~I an opportunity to build
' for· their own future it als,o
provicles the Army with colleg~ed ucated officers. Professor
Adkins, who received .his MaS:ter' s ·degree from M.I.T. undei·
Army financing believes th~t
"it's a good program. I feel it
sells itself to .those who know
enough about it."
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Septembe~Arts Festival and UNH .Celebrity Series .
· · 1986-87 Performances to Enjoy

•

•'i

f

'!;.

· MOMIX
.

-Sept. 12

Yo-Yo Ma;
Sept.21

-·:~,--.':,;Apple Hill Chamb_e r Ensemble

da~e (shown above)

Jan. 31
'',t'

.·•

.....

·

Hartford Sylllphony .Orchestr11
Horacio Gµiterrez, pianist
. : Sept. 25'

Beaux Arts Trio
. Oct. f6

The King Stag
A~edcan Repertory Theater
· Nov.I

Beaux Arts Trio .·.
Dec. 9

~

.·o rpheus Chambe.r ·Orchestra
'Feb.6

.i·

.

Candida
· The Guthrie Theater- ·
Mar. 3

North Carolina Dance Theate.r
Ma~. -5

-Beaux .Arts Trio
. Apr. 7

Madama Uutterfly
New York City National Opera·
.
Apr. 13

All performances at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater.
General public $12; UNH faculty/ staff $10; Senior citizens $9; UNH students $8.
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office (862-2290) from 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Fr~;·-:ay and _at .
the Jonson Theater Box Office (862-3030) be~inning at _7 p.m. p~rformance evenings.

~

\
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Athletes? Sports Fa~s'? Writers?- Write · · 1980 Honda Prelude, 5-speed, br'onze, wellsports articles for the yearbook and get
maintained, looks and runs great, power
paid!! Come to a genera.I information
moon roof, qew snows, new susperision,
meeting VVednesday Sept._1O at 6:00p.m.
very · reliable, 88,000 miles. A deal at
in the MlJB" Rm. 125
$2,700.00 need to buy a truck instead. Call
778-9522, leaye message.
Joing the GRANITE and be a~ ADVERTIS-

Part-time jobs available at the Dairy Bar.

Breakfast and lunch cooks; morning,
afternoon, and evening help wanted. Work
.·
study preferred but not neces-sary. Good
pay, tips, and rneal. Call Dana 'at. 862 - 100 6

BARTENDING COURSE- Learn a valuable
sRill for fun or profit. Prepare for a good
paying part-time or vacation job. Get hands
on ·professional trai_ning behind an actual
par, with lots of practice time. It's easy and
. fun ·our way. Certificate awarded. Scho0I
is licensed and is on UNH Ka:ri-Van ro~te.
Visitors welcome. _Evening classes. Call
or wirte for Free Bochure. MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. TEL. 659~3718'.

F~~ale Rqommate:-~,fo-smoking, no p,ets.· '
1 girl, $300 per month and 1 /2 utilities
To my tutee: Do -you remember me? I'll give
2 girls $15:0/month and 1 /3 utilites and
ING ASSOCIATE!! -Commission based on
For ·Sale: Guitar. Seagull o-string. ty1odel
you ·a hint: My slea?:y cousin the belly. share bedroom. Have washer/ dryer. 8 mo.' ..
sales, -Excellent job experieflce, -Looks
S. Excellent condition. $150. with case.
dancer has given her card and number
drive from campus. Call Adair after 6:0d~ . grnat on resume. Be a member· of OUR
Can 742-1278.
·
·
to all of your friends. ·Hey remember
p.m. at 430-0684 0042:?670
·l
HAPPY TEAM!!! we··dnesday, September · For Sale: Living Room Set couch, love seat, 'Michael: we wereJ riends first. I miss you!
1OJ at 6:00 p.m. in the MUB, Rm . 125
chair, great condition mwst be seen . Call
Love yom buddy.
,_ ~ H
_e_lP_w_a_nte_·d_' ___Jll..LJ!f
Looking for a SCINTILATING POSITION
6.59-6147.
Tracy on 5th Street! How ya do_
ing? When
in LAYOUT? Come to a general -meeting
are we going to "Do Dova?" We painted
Part-time 'jobs now availavle .at ·ttie Dqiry
Mercian Touring Bicycle Frame Set W /
LIBRARY NEEDS WORK STUDY APPLIfQr all those interested in yearbook prothat town red, green, blue, yello ... .The next
Bar. Breakfast and lunch cooks; morning,
campy bottom bracket, seat post, front
CANTS for Fall Semester. $3.55/hour to
ductio'n held in room 125 of the MUB at
afternoon, and evening help .wante.d. Work
time we skip and go naked will havf:l to be
derailer. Beautiful, deep blue, 1-owner
start. -See Mrs. Martling, Loan D~sk, or call
7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, se•pt. 9
soor-i, or shuks, I'll start growing mold! Stop , study preferred but not necessary. Good
$500. 0130. Wheels, Brooks Saddle,
1512
by soon! Your blonde buddy.
- pay, tips, and meal. Call Dana ar862-1006.
WORK STUDY HELP WANTED-The GLACCenter 0 Pull Br.:lke,s Extra. Call Jeff 8-68w9RK-STUDY Sudent wanted to assist
IER RESEARCH GROUP is looking for
5329.
Attention militant students! A new group,
· Susan- Welcome to UNH. and Sewer Hall!
with program coordination and promotion
stu<;Jent work~.rs to assist in the analysis
I hope you're not having withdrawals from
that is concerned about preserving the
SERVICES
of performing arts series. Some office work.
of snow and ice. samples from Antarctica.
N.J . and Fairhaven. l'IL•stop by to see you
strength of the U.S. and its allies, is being
Interesting and varied job. Call 3227 for
Flexible hours and good pay. Prease
INTRODUCTORY SEMINAR IN NEUROsomtime Chris
formed. The Peace Through War Alliance
Robin or Ann, or stop by 105 Huddleston
contact M J Spence Rm. 17 3157 or Mark
LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING. Sept. 13,.
De: Tet: I love you gus! r<ricken ·
- will be meeting shortly- watch for announ. Hall. Door on side of building toward
Twickler Rm. 35 2463 James Hall
·9:30-4:30 pm, Holiday Inn, Portsmouth
cemets!
downtown. Pay rate based. on experience
5
rTJY
new
roomies
in
A3:
no
offense,
but
To
lntern·altional Business. Club- AIESE:C
Circle, $ 0.
'. $3.75-4.50.
Generic Mac and cheese isn't gonna do
Chip, you executive you! Is it time for the
Learn precise techniques in verbal and
Members gain practicalbusiness expeYoung Republicans Club, UNH Herald and
it. Karen, I love our fish tank, I just hope
SUBJECT ARE TUTORS WANTED! on an
.rience and the opportunity fqr overseas
nonverbal communication, useful in therthe survive the winter. Esther, do you live
stock investments?? I've go1 ·a c;:offee
as needed basis for the special services
traineeships Membership meeting Belknap
apy, business,' education. To register, call·
·
617-244-7433.
there too? Chris was even the FIRST to
grinder you an borrow, but only if you use
branch .of TASk, especially for the hard
scoop .. .Wowlove K!
gourmet beans dahling,.. Thanks for stopsciences, Cale I & II, Math 420, CS 41 o,
languages, and stats. Must have good GPA
T o the owner of Tim's Brooks· Brother's · ping by- you look terrific!
a'ild desire to teach. Pick up an application
boxershorts: all those times you should
Hel Al, Great time at the Toucan! Stay away
from Carolyn Bailey, Tutor Coordinator,
· have walk~ instead of taken that Porsche! from·the Lenny B. Blues! C, C, and M.P.
·
Baby Love .- Remember ... Life .is not an
T ASk Ceriter, Richards House.
And remember we have ·no time ·to waste Want to earn $200 p.lus per week? Work
1981 RENAULT STATIONWAGON. One
answer, it is a question. Learn from the
Gre.at part-time opportunity! Gain expe- owner, AM/FM: very clean, 69,000 mi.
with sleazy frat brotheFS with underwear as a personal care attendant. No expepast and live, _love, ·1augh with the future.
rience and earn money while working on $1,700 or offer. Gary 868-5274.
Frem the' one who cares. Love, the little
fi~ations.
·
rience necessary. Flexible hours . Easy
Fortune 500 Companies Marketing Proone.
Glen S./ Oh I mean John, Jim, Ra·ndy, work, great boss . Call Dan at 692-4764. ,
AM/FM
Air
1978
Toyota
Corolla
5
speed/
. grams on Campus! Flexible hours each
Kevin, Johr')., Brian, the married mar,? _E_ve_n_in_g_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Conditioner/ Heater - . Good Body - · Keith- lo sono mortissimo .happy,-that ybu
week. Cal 1-800-82,1-1540.
Bunney men at Dunfey's,. picture you with -Hey Doris, Rachel and Jennifer- Hope you
are back. We have to study hard this
$1000.00 Claudia - 862-201.0 / 868-6330
Come work for TASk- The Training in
Ted K.? Men Men Men Now what have you are psyched for the ,best year yet. Our
semester afld make sure that we don'.t goof
75 VW Rabbit. Audi made engine - rwns
Academic·Skills Center.is seeking several
stooped to: airing you dirty laundry on Nick's apartment is the best and so' are you three!!
off too. much. I ho.pe you do j'oin crew, it
well. Body okay. Great first car, a skiing ·
sJudents for paid Tutor/ Counselor posiDance floor. 1·f I ever get your number I'll We're all -set. H 9ch lots of mustart (ha ha)
will be fun to watch your races: See you
$500.00
call
Abby
659-_
2180
keep
trying.
tions. You bring your good GPA and
call you! Love K!
Lets ~eep on laughing. Lov
Nora
each and every day, as the dorm turnsacademic interest, we'll provi·de training
FOR SALE -- 1978 Dodge Colt. Sta.ndard.
·:··Love N02
International Business Club- AIESEC Come _work f0r the rnost exciting, most fun,
and a friendly, supportive work environ-_ New exhaust system. Runs well. $550.00
Members gairi practical business expe- and most rewarding-s,udent organization
Rob- -it's so good te see you ba.c k on
ment. Work/ study preferred. Apply at T ASk, , Call 868-~628 evenings.
.
rience and the opportunity for overseas -- The New Rairtpshire!!! Reporters, phocamp,us. I hope you find ways fo get to
Richards House by 9/12.
Subaru 1979, 2 Door, DI Model, 90,000
traineeships.Membership meeting Belknap . tographers, typists, copy "reades, graphic
Dover and have fun with Julie. See you
Help Wanted- Dairy Barn, hours available
miles, $700.00 or Best Offer, Must Sell 868~
at Philbrook. N02
.
Room, MUB, Thurs. Sept 1-1 at i:00 p.m.
artists are all needed. No experience
all days, all shifts, $4.15/ hour, will train
1205
Safe-Rides meeting Sept. 9, 7:30 p.m ,in necessary. So.me .are compensated-poHello to Hall House- Start planning trips
reliable person, call Paul, 862-102i
·the Hillsboro/Sullivan room at the MUB: sitions. Visit Room -151, MUB for more
For Sale: 1!!l74 VW Classic convertible
now so that you won't get caught in soow
Join the GRANITE:; and be an ADVERTISMeet new people. Everyone is welcome information. .
·
or rain when you take you trip. Bye. N02
ING ASSOCIATE!! -Commiss.ion based on
-canary yellow, excellent condition·, ca·11
Congreve 3rd! rtere goes
to join!
_ Hi you guys
·
·
868-2167 eve. $2.900. or best offer.
sales, -Excellent job ·experience, -Looks ·
Everyone rneet me ,on Tuesday Sept. 9 in
Hi Hall House! The be.st place tQ live is with
another night at the paper! I miss all of you
· great on resume. Be a member of OUR · For Sale .1981 Ford Granada, Clean, 4 door
the Hillsboro/Sul.livan Room at the MUB
you guys, of cours~!Let's have a_ great yea.rt . bu:t I thin·k of yod' ofteh1! Come and v·is•it,
HAPPY TEAM!!! Wednesday, September- Maroon, automatic power A/C Cruise
at 7:30 p.m. Don't be left out of Safe-Rides!
So far, so tunt Love- Your C~te RA - Lyena·
_L.,...iz_a__,---,-_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
1O, at 6:00 p.m. ih the MUB Rm. 125.
$1800 or best offer. 659-2--187.

IIt:

rom,

M
; :,;::;~1,~1'I

Penonals

71• l

ya
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······················································~···

HEYALL YOUPEOPLE
WHO NEED A·FRIDG
_.· B!!
.

.

'

You can pay .your balaflce or pick-up· a fridge:
WEDNESDAY;Sept. 10, 1986
Thursday and Friday
Sept. 4, & 5, 1986
In Front of Christianson
Lower & Upper Qu8:d.
'By Tennis Courts
Stoke
Jessie Doe, McLaughlin & Lord
(in front ·of Lord)

RATES: Only $36.00 ·plus
$41.00 for the -year.

- - - ..

Look for the big U-Haul Truck
Check .or cash
Bring an I.D.

a- $5.00 refundable deposit for a· total of

-·

·

- .- . - ., - - - -· - - - --~---· - - - . - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -·- - - - - - - - - . - - ;,
•- ·

.
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Sanborn optimistic
about b•ball ,season
expected to pick up where she
By David Pettigrew
Although head coach Kathy left off last season. She lead the
Sanborn is entering her first team in scoring at 15.6 and also
·
season as mentor of the UNH in rebounding at 8.1.
Captains Karen Pinkos, Megirls basketball. team she is no
stranger to the basketball pro- · lissa P.fefferle and Michele
gram. A 1979 graduate of UNH, Allobello will add experience
Sanborn captained the field and effective playmaking to the
hockey, basketball, and lacrosse team. Newcomers Robyn Britteams her senior year, and was ton and Rita McCarroll will add
honored as UNH' s Athlete of much needed depth. ,
Sanborn hopes her team will
the Year. Sanborn sa'id "This
. ye.ar there's ·a new ~oach, and play both ends of the floor under
that gives everyone the oppor- transition, stay u?-der control, and
not torc.e anythmg. Overall, look
tunity to start fresh."
Sanborn said that health will for a well balanced, defense
be the key to a successful UNH minded t~am trying. to shut
season. Last season's injuries down particular op~osmg playforce-d the squad to play with ers. The team will key on
a depleted bench _and caused a opponent~ weakn~s~s and look
for the _qutek transltlon._. .
lack of continuity.
Sanborn sees Boston College
This season the team will be
without the many talents of as the team to beat in the
Chaz Gagne, a tri-captain of the men's soccer te~m, displays one of his many kicks for u~.(Ronit Terri Mulliken who •injured her Seaboar~ conference.
~
Larone photo)
Practice starts October 15
back. Last season Mulliken
averaged 11.2 points; Juniors · with v~ry fe~ positi?ns locked.
·MissyBelangerandBethCurran The first game will be Nowill mosdikely fill for Mulliken. ve_rmber 29, _at Boston College
Sophomere Kris Kinney, Sea- wit~ the first home game
Conference Rookie-of- agarnst Rhode Island on Dec;
board
·<continued from page 28)(continued from page 28)_
the-Year last year, will be 2 at 7 :-00.
Harrison intercepted a misfired "I have immeOJie confidence in strive for our forward line to
. Richmond pass on the UNH 35- this team and I know our po- also play defense,'' said And-:
yard line at 11:20. However, the tential."
erson. "With her abilities in this
.....
Leading rq.shers for UNH at · area, Saraµ -will be a leader on
offense proved once again that
giate sport, ·Anderson has set tirrie. Bur I do think that we can
it was just not ready for this the half were Milton, who · the field."
·some goals over last season's give the nationally-ranked
contest. Two passes were gained 19 yards on 4 carries, and
Anderson plans 9-7 record and ECAC tourna- teams some good games and
midfi~eld,
At
dropped and on came Daldasaro, Urbanik, who carried 4 times to use senior Kim Shaw to mark ment berth. "A t.e am goal for
whose fQ.9t got plenty of action for 18 ya¥<ls. Byrne went 6-for- oppositions' top players, and this year will be.to maintain the even come away with some
wins."
. 15 for 84 yards and was sacked expects freshman Ellen Weinin this one.
r e g i-o n a I re cog n i t i o n w e
The season opens September
after
once.
films
the
at
"We looked
berg to be a controlling factor achi~ved last season_, Anderson 17 ;:it Saint Anselms, with the
the game and my staff and I · The relentless Spider squad in her first year.
_said. "Of cot,Irse, we'd like to first, home game September 19
decided that we. -should have widened the gap to 31-12 when
only UNH's second n:iove t?ward national recogni- against Boston University at
'this,
In
·scored at least 30 points," said Bleier hit Shields with a strike se.a son as· a varsity intercolle- t 10 n, but that may take some
·
.
3:00.
·Bowes, "Howeve_r, we- made too ·at the 10:46 mark. Byrne and
many mistakes that hurt us and company. again started on their ·
our receivers had slippery 20-yard fine. This time the
senior quarterback was interhands."
Daldasaro would punt twice cepted by Pat Brown at NH's
in a tow as the offense was busy 49-yard line. The Spiders took
co,mmitting errors; -and the over and marched the ball at
defense getting pretty tired. "It's · will, with Erwin Mathews finbeeq. cold practice weather and ishing off the drive with an 8I think the 100-degree temper- yard TD run. The game was now
atures knocked our defensive pretty much out of reach at 38unit back a bit," said Bow·e s, 12.
"The kids found that they had .. · Jun-ior Bobby Jean replaced
Byrne at quarterback for the
to pace themselves on top of
final quarter, and did art admirplaying a football game."
Both teams sco-red touch- able job. "Both quart_e rbacks
downs as the first half gradually played well arid the stats don't ·
wound down. Spider quarter- indicate that," emphasize-cl
back Bob Bleier passed 21 yards . Bowes. Indeed, a lot of passes
·
to senior tailback Greg Grooms were dropped. ·
Jean finished off. the long
for a Richmond score and Ahnell made the extra point count. afternoon by going 7-for-19, for
The margin had been upped to 74 yards and he took a seat twice.
.
17-6.
"Our team is better than we
However, UNH countered. showed out -there today," said
Stan Harrison 'returned a punt · Bowes, "There's no doubt in my
16 yards ro get the 'Cats some mind that we will be back." ·
As far as the quarterbac'k ·
playing area. And play they did
as sophomore Milton (.5 rushes, . situation goes, Bowe·s is uncle-·
3 5 yards) squirted around left cided about who will start next
end for a touchdown at 1: 10. The week against powerhouse Delsubsequent two-point conver- aware. The Blue Hens demol·•~ion was broken up and again ished URI Saturday and UNH
UNH settled for 6. The score . will face them on their home
turf at 1:00. "We'll have to see ·
now was 17-12.
The- Spiders were not done what happe~s this week. .. right
President Gordon Haaland
yet. Twenty-four-yard and 39- now I can't comment on the
went ·s-3 for the weekend,
yard completions from Bleier situation."
while Karl took a minute from
to his receivers gave Richmond
selling snotties to go 4-4.
a first and goal at the UNH 1There was a three way tie atyard line where Grooms caught
7 -1 between co a c.h Bi 11
his second touchclown pass of
Bowes, Sports Editor Paul
the afternoon. "I just don't know
Tolme and the Old Grad, an
note:
newsworthy
final
One
what happened to our seconanonymous UNH alumnus.
a sophomore
dary," moaned Bowes, "We have Todd U tbanik,
In keeping with the Morning
admirplayed
who
back
running
the experience back there but
tradition, the Old Grad
Line
collapsed in the
they just didn't do the job." · ably Saturday,
donates $100 to the UNH 100
The
game.
the
after
room
.locker
Richmond went into the locker
Club if any one of the other ,
according to team medical
room at halftime possessing a cause,
panelists logs a better record
heat
of
case
a
was
personnel,
12-point lead; 24-12.
he. Better luck this weethan
·
is okay
·
kend,
"I basically told the team that, exhaustion. But Urbanik
week.
next
play
will
and
'hey, we're _still in it - we scored
two touchdowr. . s," said Bowes.

---FOOT BALL--- - .- SOCCER~

·MORNIN G LINE .NOTE

Richmond 38 ... UNH 12
Maine 38 Howard U. 22

...

,

UMass 16 ... JMU 14
:Delaware 44 ... URI 10

Delaware St. 30 ... BU 3
Miami 2~ ... Florida -15

Oklahoma 38
Patriots 33

UCLA 3

Indianapolis 3

· l

_____________________________ _______________________~---------------
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-------------------------------~~-------Wild cat foot ball team stun g by Spid ers ·

on first down, .but came senior co-captain Dave Duggan
again came in. This time Dal- · \\Tide recei ver Bill Farrell (5 sacked
By Rick Kampersal
and back with a ni_fty pass to fresh- was low and · the attempt
yards),
80
for
good
catches
punt
44-yard
a
boomed
dasaro
The Wildcat football team got
arched the ball. Richmond's maq .tight end Rob_Spittel (3 _b otched, leaving the score 10off to a shaky start down in and Ealey fair caught it:
Kim Pettus stepped in front of . ca~ches, 38 ya~ds) for a 13-yard 6 in favor of the Spiders.
shut
defense
Wildcat
The
Richmond Saturday as the Spid"As far as I'm concerned, that
the misdirected pass and picked gam.
ers dominated both sides of the d0wn the Spid~rs and Stan it off. ·
back
snap was just something
bad
running
Sophomore
line throughout the contest, Harrison, a senior defensive
happened," explained
for
that
(playing
Urbanik
Todd
miscue
the
returned
Pettus
eventually churning out a 38:... back, returned a Richmond punt
"Dave snapped for us
smashed
Bowes,
Perry),
Scott
injured
to
only
lirie
29-yatd
own
· to his
for a yard. · .
12 victory.
and l am confident·
year
the
last
all
thus
and
points
six
for
'in
recovered
it
have
and
up
it
cough
The weird play of the game
, UNH lost its first coin toss
him."
Wildwith
the
scoring
of
distinction
Huth.
Fred
freshman
Wildcat
by
of the season and senior Eric came .when UNH had a second· On Richmond's next series · ·
Wildcats opened the cats'. first touchdown of the
. Facey kicked off to begin the and-seven situation at the Spid- . The
extra
the
plays, senior defensive back
on
of
However,
season.
and
first
a
with
quart~r
second
1986-87 season. Richmond re- ers' 33-yard line. Byrne faded
from
snap
the
attempt,
point
was
Byrne
18.
Spider
the
page 27
at
ten
FOOTBALL,
sophornore
turned the kick 15-yards to their back looking for
Richmond
there,
From
26.
own
. _embarked on a 16-play, 68-yard
journey that lasted almost seven
minutes. The drive culminated
in a Bill AhneU field g_oal to put
UNH behind by 3. The Wildcat
defense was-grateful to escape
with just a field goal against
them.
Wildcat Derrick Milton, a
junior fullback, lost a yard on
the. e_n suing kickoff and senior .
quarterback Rich Byrne led his
troops out for the first time.
The offense started off in
jittery fashion. In four plays,
Byrne overthrew open receivers
twice, sophomore tailback Mike
Ryan _gai-ned 3-yards, and the
offense was charged with a delay
of game penalty, thus forcing
Wildcat punter Nate Daldasaro
,
into service.
Dald~saro punted to .t he Richmond 26 only to h,rve it returned
by Spider Jeff Ealey for a 42-yard
touchdown. BANG. 10-0- and
UNH was still looking for that
elusive first - offensive yard
gained. "We were definitely
tight," explained head coach Bill
Bowes, "We had guys wide open
and we just misfired." However, ·
with two-thirds _of the starting
offensive unit -relatively new
to game action, the "butterflies"
/
were expected.
UNH sputtered again on _Wildcat quarterback Rich Byrne com~leted 8 of his 18 passes, for 107 yards, .on Satu,rday~(RonitLar9ne ~ile photo)
their second possession as they
- - ~ --,,---- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -gai~ed 6 yards before Daldasaro , 1- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1
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Rebuilding year for socc er
Last season's freshman playing last year's second leadi~g scorer
By Paul Tolme
experience, alorig with some with seven goals and one assist;
Although second year womcoaching should will be relied on more heavily
concentrated
en's_soccer coach Marge Andmean anot~er strong season for. this season. 'This year; we will
erson knows this will be a
rebuilding year peferisively, she , the UNH goalie.
On the other side of the field
· is convinced her team will be
page 27
able to pick up the slack offen- _senior forwa,rd Sarah Stokes, _S~)CCER,
,·
sively.
"We may have to rebuild our
defense, mostly because there's
all new faces back there," sa·id
Anderson. "Fortunately, we
1:30
have a sfronger, more aggressive offensive unit."
1:30
Anderson· forsees defensive
instability with good reason ,· Sept. 20·
1:00
only sophomore Amy Farquhar
returns to the defensive back1:30
field which had three of the 11
lost l_e tterwinners. Jackie Neff, Oct. 4
CONNEC TICUT (HC) 1:00
a sophomore with limited game
experience will hav~ to perform
1:30
11
' .
well defensively. Anderson may
,.
move sophomore Nell GhariOPEN
..
bian, previously a forward, to
defensive back.
· 1:00
Second year starter sopho, more J an·ene T ilden should
1:00
RHODE ISLAND
provide some stability to the
otherwise raw UNH defense.. Nov. 8
1 :00
MAINE
Ti-Iden last year logged an .891
save percentage and 1.3 7 goals Nov. 15
1.:00
at Massach usetts
against average, while keeping
mainstays
two
are
(98)
Boulay
Paul
and
(46)
Jarostchuk
Ilia
the Wildcats in many games.
E
COLGAT
·
of the defensive line.(Ronit Larone file photo)
-

UNH 1986 FOOTBALL -

Sept. 6
Sept. 13

Sept. 27

Oct
Oct 18
Oct25
Nov.1

at Richmond
at Delaware
BOSTON UNI.V.
at Dartm·outh
I

i

.at Lafayette

at Northeastern

1:00

Nov. 22

',

)

,

